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ABSTRACT

Trebles
The parables m s that of determining what factors affect arbitration
awards la Manitoba in the aottlaaant of salary disputes, and how these
awards compared with eettlssents aads by negotiation oar conciliation,
Purpose
The study was designed tot
A t Analyse the awards eads b y arbitration beards appointed under
the teams of the Manitoba Public Schools Act, to arbitrate teachers' sal
ary disputes,

B, Compare the per cent increase in salary gained b y teachers
through arbitration with the per cent Increase gained through concilia
tion and negotiation, and to compare these gains with other selected
variables.
C. Exanine the following null hypotheses!
1, There is no significant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awards and the length of the period of arbitration.
2. There is no significant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awards and ths level of settlement,
3* There is no significant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awards and each of a selected nuabsr of other variables,

k.

There is no significant relationship between the level ef settle-

sent and the length of the period of arbitration,
5. There lo no significant relationship between the level of eettlexU

mwi

sad each of a selected nuaber of other variables,
6, Thoro la

no

significant relationship between the length of the

period of arbitration and other selected independent variables.

Procedure
Pertinent publications sad periodical literature saa reviewed.

A

study was sads of all 295 eases of arbitration during the period 1957 to 1972
inclusive.

Ibis included all school divisions or districts in Manitoba dur

ing this period,

Data were obtained fro* the files of the Manitoba Teachers*

Society sad the Manitoba Association of School Trustees,

Information was ob

tained also fron the official reports, newsletters and periodicals issued by
the organizations indicated above.

Chi square analysis and analysis of vari

ance constituted the statistical techniques used in the txoatnent of the data.
The null hypotheses wore accepted if the ohi square value or the P value in
the analysis of variance failed to reach the one per cent level of signifi
cance.

This level was chosen because of the eaall B that was chaxsctsris-

tlc of sons of the analyses.
Per ease of reference, the variables covered by the null hypotheses
were numbered as followsi (i) occupation of arbitration board chairman,
(2) occupation of teachers' representative, (3) occupation of trustees*
representative, (b) previous arbitration experience of ehairaan, (5) pre
vious arbitration experience of teachers* representative, (6) previous arbi
tration experience of trustees* representative, (7) number of arbitrations
per school division, (8) length of negotiation period, (9) length of conci
liation period, (10) total tins for dispute ssttlsnsnt, (11) siss of the
school system, (12) party initiating arbitration, (13) initial salary In
crease proposals of the disputing parties, (1*0 per cent increase in cost of
xlli

living, (15) per pupil cost of education paid by spocial lovy, and (16) por
oont inoroaao in salary.
Findings
Thors wars no significant differences, in the per cent increase in
salary, anong arbitrated, negotiated, and conciliated settleaents, la any
year of the period 1956-57 to 1971-72 inclusive.

There existed a signi

ficant relationship between the salary gains aade through arbitration and
each of variables (6), (12), (13)# (1*0# and (15 ).
Of the variables covered by the null hypotheses, a statistically
significant relationship was found to exist between (a) the direction of
awards and each of the variables (3), (13)# (1*0# (15)# and (16)j (b) the
level of settlement and each of the variables (3), (12), (13), (15 )# and
(16)y (o) the length of the arbitration period and each of the variables
( 13 ) and (15).
Conclusions
With respect to the increases In teachers* salarlss resulting fro*
arbitration settleaents the following eajor conclusions wars drawnj
1. The pattern of teachers* salary increases had been established
each year prior to the arbitration settle sent of that year.
2. Neither teaohere nor trustees gained by resorting to arbitration
as a nethod of salary dispute resolution.
3. Teachers and school boards eould consider each of the variables
(12), (13 ), (1*0, and (15 ) ss a basis for anticipating the results of an
arbitration aettlsssnt.

k.

The initial proposals Bade by the disputing parties as well as

the act of initiating arbitration, oould be considered a reflection of the

xiv

attitudes with which the parties first entered negotiation.
With respect to the null hypotheses, the following conclusions were
■ado i
1. Neither school hoards nor teachers could consider the rnufecr
of days spent in arbitration as a basis for anticipating the direction
of awards*
2. Of the sixteen variables oovered by Null Hypothesis 3» only
variables (3) sad (13) through (16) provided teachers and trustee b with
baste for anticipating the direction of awards.
3. The nuaber of days taken in arbitration proceedings could be
used b y neither teachers nor trustees as a basis for anticipating the
level of settlesent.
b, Of the sixteen variables oovered b y Null Hypothesis 5 only
variables (6), (12), (13), (15), and (16) provided teachers and trustees
with a basis for anticipating the level of settlonent.
5.

Of the sixteen variables oovered by Null Hypothesis 6, only

variables (13) and (15) provided teachers and trustees with a basis for
anticipating the length of the arbitration period.

xv

CHAPTER OHS

INTRODUCTION

Stateaent of the iroblea

In tha Province of Manitoba th# Board of Arbitration la a quasi*
judicial body which has extensive powers to sattla salary disputes arisiag between teachers and school boards.

It has been contended that

the resolution of salary disputes b y arbitration boards depends on many
factors, sons of which are internal and others external to the arbitra
tion board.1

Each asmber of the board has a unique experience which say

affect the decisions which he sakes with regard to the natters to be
arbitrated.

Seonoale and social factors, aaong others, also affect an

arbitration board's decision.
There is a continuing search for

s o m

guidelines to aid management

and the aanaged in anticipating the outcome of salary disputes.

Ibis la

particularly true of the situation in Manitoba where an arbitration pro
ceeding frequently is not fiaallaed until July or August and in sons cases
not tattll December.

Thus, in areas where a salary dispute goes to arbi

tration the budget for the ensuing pear nay haws to be approved b y the
Manitoba Departwent of Sduoatlon Finance Board and the Municipal Council
months before the amount of teaoher salary increase for the coming year
is known.

To facilitate educational budgetary planning, therefore, It la

Important for teachers, administrators and sohool boards to have sons

^•Charles*"H. Rahnua, "The Mediation of Industrial Conflict! A Note on
th# Literature" Journal ef Conflict Resolution. 9 (1, 1965) pp. 118-126)
R, Stagner and ri, Rosen. Psychology of union-ranagenent R e l a t i o n , jftelaont,
California, Vadswoth Publishing C o ™ " 1965) Arnold M, Zan*. "Iwrrrovlng Medlation and /act-finding in the rwhile sector" Labor Law Journal, 21 (May,
1970), pp. 259-273.

2
knowledge of what factors affaot arbitration awards la ths ssttlssaat of
salary disputes and how those awards compare with settlessnts sade by ne
gotiation or conciliation.

Purpose of the Study

This study was designed toi
A. Analyse the awards sade by Boards of Arbitration appointed under
the terns of the Manitoba Public Schools Aot, to arbitrate teacher salary
disputes.
B. Cospare ths per cent increa se in salary gained by teachers
through arbitration with ths par osnt inersass gained through conciliation
and negotiation and to oospore these gains with other ss lee ted variable e.
G. Determine the relationship between
1. the direction of arbitration awards and
(a) the length of the period of arbitration,
(b) the level of settlenent,
(e) each of a selected number of other variablesi
2. the level of settlenent and
(a) the length of the period of arbitration,
(b) each of a selected number of other variables)
3. the length of the period of arbitration and other indepen
dent variables.

Assumptions underlying this Study
f
From the literature on negotiation, conciliation and arbitration
procedure, the following najer assumptions have been nadsi
i. There will be a significant and continuing conflict between ths

3
managers and the managed in any enterprise,
Kerr sees conflict as Inherent to the labor-management rela
tionship because of the unlimited nature of desires and the U n i t e d
neans of their satisfaction) because of the Inevitableness of the
mnager-nanagae relationship) because of constantly changing situations)
9

and because of the ossontialnesa of conflict to survival,

Kerr con

tends that "out of aggressive conflict or its latent possibility cones
the resolution of nany disputes.
Carrothere also expressed this conflict aspect of collective
bargaining when he eaidi
Collective agreeaents axe not works of art. To the contrary,
they represent reconciliation of conflicts of interest, Ae
such they axe frequently the product of adversity, and they
raxely embrace all the natters impinging on the relations be
tween the employer and hie employee.1*
Labor-management's response to this ever-present conflict
<
is accommodation^ and the moat important device used by labor-management
to aohieve accommodation is collective bargaining.^

Ae records indicate,

the process of accommodation is rarely smooth and often outside assist
ance le required,
2,

There will be e strong Identifiable ooamunity of interest and

consensus within the employee group with regard to e large number of *
3
5

' ^Clark xarr. "Industrial Conflict and Its Mediation"
Journal of -Sociology. 60 (195*HS5)# PP. 230-2^5,

The Aaarloan

3Ibld. p. 232
a

A, V, R, Oarrothers. Labour Arbitration In Canada. Toronto,

Butterworth, 1961,

p. 79*

5Kerr, op, cit. p. 235.
N. Lelsorson,
"The Function of Mediation in Labor Relations"
Ini Proceedings of the Fourth Annual heating. Industrial Relatione Re
search Aseoeiation, f1°5? ) pp. 2-ii.
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Items mad areas of judgment on which there will be conflict with the man
aging authority.
3. Collective bargaining is a power relationship and a process of
power accommodation coneisting essentially of coapromiee and concessionmaking on matters over which there is conflict between the parties in
volved in the bargaining.
The avowed theoretical purpose and practical effect of collec
tive bargaining is to grant to employee organisations an increased mea
sure of control over the decision-making process of management.

While

some problem-solving may take place in negotiations, mature collective
bargaining in either industry or school systems is much more than an
elaborate structure of communication or a new, formal procedure for the
mutually satisfactory resolution of problems in the organisation.
The salient implementing features of formal collective employeeemployer relationships consist of such elements as the right to bargain
and sign an enforceable agreement, grievance procedures, and the strike.
Providing a significant number of thee# lay elements of bar
gaining to an employee organisation constitutes an effective grant of
power to that organisation to wield in the collective relationship, and
results in the institutionalisation of the eonfliet presumed to exist.
4. The impasse that frequently occurs in the settlement of teacherboard salary disputes is often the result of a lack of knowledge respect
ing the financial gain or loss resulting from the utilisation of binding
arbitration as a method of dispute resolution.
5. A knowledge of what factors affect arbitration awards and the
extent to which they do this will influence budgetary planning by school
boards

5
Scops of the Study

Delimitations
A study was ssds of all 295 oasss of arbitration during the years
from 1956-57 to 1971-72, inclusive.

This Involved all school divisions

and aost districts In Manitoba during this period.

Sose districts sere

not included in the study because they never sere involved in salary dis
putes that sere resolved by arbitration or else the needed infornation
concerning the districts sas not available.

Tar comparative

purposes

this analysis used certain infornation on 832 salary disputes that were
settled by negotiation and 3**2 that were resolved by conciliation.

The

infornation utilised was restricted to the per cent of salary increase
resulting froe each settlenent, the initial salary increase proposal
sade by the parties to each dispute and the date of dispute settlenent.

Limitations
This study was U n i t e d by the accuracy of the records available in
the files of the Depart sent of Education, of the Manitoba Teachers* So
ciety, and of the Manitoba Association of School Trustees.

It mas U n 

ited further by the accuracy of reports appearing in various professional
papers and periodicals.
The record of arbitration eases that occurred prior to 1956 and
during 1973 i* incomplete, thus U n i t i n g the period under study to the
years 1957 to 1972, inclusive.

The number of negotiated settlements as

well as the number of disputes settled by conciliation was U n i t e d to
the number of cases reported and by the accuracy and completeness of
these reports.

6

Hypothecs
The study tested ths following null hypotheses*
1. Thors is no sigmifleant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awarde and the length of the period of arbitration.
2. There la no significant relationship between ths direction of
arbitration awards sad the level of sottloaont.
3. There is no significant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awards and each of a selected number of other variables.
b, There la no significant relationship between the level of
sottloaont and ths length of the period of arbitration.
5. There is no significant relationship between the level of
sottloaont and each of a selected number of other variables.
6. There is no significant relationship between the length of
the period of arbitration and other selected variables.

Procedure

In conducting this study It was necessary toi
1. Review pertinent publications and periodical literature.
2. Hake a study of all eases of salary arbitration during the period
1957 to 1972 inclusive.
3. Obtain data from the files of the Manitoba Teachers' Society, the
Manitoba Association of 3chool Trustees, and the Departasnt of Education.
b, Analyse the awards on the basis of the salary increase awarded
as compared to the Initial proposals of each party.
5. On the basis of this analysis assess each award as either favor
ing the teachers, the trustees, or as being a conproniae,
6. Classify the awards as "wajority", or "unanimous".

7
7. Classify ths sssbsrs of Boards of Arbitration according to occupstion, toaohor or trusts# nominated, and prior experience as an arbitrator,
8. Utilise the analysis of variance and chi square as ths statisti
cal techniques in ths treatnent of the data,

Definition of terns and variables

Teacher arbitrator

The teacher arbitrator ia a somber of an arbi

tration board nominated by the teachers' district or division association
and appointed by the Minister of Education.
Trustee arbitrator

The trustee arbitrator is a member of an arbi

tration board nominated b y a school district or division board of trustees
and appointed by the Minister of Education,
Chairman of the Board of Arbitration

This is a member of the board

nominated from either the panel of chairmen submitted to the disputing
parties by the Minister of Education or, ia cases where the parties to the
dispute cannot agree on a chairman, this person is appointed by the Chief
Justice of the Province of Manitoba.
Board of Arbitration

This ia a board established by the Minister

of Education under the Public Schools Aot.
Teacher award

An award known as a "teacher award" ia one where the

amount awarded to teachers is at least 0.5 psr cent more than ths mean of
ths differential between the original salary proposals of the parties in
volved in the dispute.
Trustee award

An award ia considered a "trustee award" if the a-

mount awarded the teachers is at least 0,5 per oent less than the mean of
the differential between the original salary proposals of the part lee in-

8
volvsd in the dispute.
Coaroronlaa award

An award is known as s "compromise award" if the

amount awarded to the teachers is within a range of 0*5 per cent above or
below the mean of the differential between the original salary proposals
of the parties involved in the dispute.
Unanimous award

This expression describes an award in which all

■embers of the Board of Arbitration are in agreement with the award in
all items arbitrated.
rajorlty award

This expression designates an award In which more

than half of the members of the Board of Arbitration are in agreement on
the amount of salary increase to be awarded to the teachers.
Length of period of arbitration

This refers to the number of days

from the time arbitration la begun until the award is made.
level of settlement

This expression describes either a "unanimous"

or a "majority" award.
Direction of arbitration awards

This expression is used to des

cribe awards as being teacher awards or trusts# awards.
Initial proposal

This variable involves the difference between the

per cent increase in salary initially proposed b y the teaohers and the in
crease initially proposed b y the trustees.
Cost of living

Ibis expression was used to indicate the per oent

increase In the coat of living prevailing at the time salary dispute set
tle nonts were finalised.
Bar pupil post paid b y epsolal levy

This describee the measure of

the local taxpayers* cost of supporting education.

It also constitutes a

measure of the provincial government*s support for education in the dif
ferent school divisions or erase.
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Slse of the school system

This variable refers to tho nusber of

tsaehsrs Involved In each salary dispute.
Party Initiating arbitration

This variable sas used to ladicat#

which party to a salary dispute was responsible for starting the arbi
tration.

It could be either the teachers, trustees, or the Minister of

education.
other variables

These included the following selected independent

variables!
(a) occupation of both the ohalraan and the arbitratorsi
(b) previous arbitration experience of both the chairman and tho
arbitrators i
(c) the nuabex of arbitrations per school division or district}
(d) tins taken for dispute settlenent including tine involved
in negotiation, conciliation, and arbitration!
(s) per cent increase la teacher salaries in eases of disputes
settled b y negotiation, conciliation, and arbitration!
(f) dispute settlements reached in any one year prior to the
first arbitrated eettleeent of that year,

CHAPTER TWO

RBVISW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Developments toward unionisation of teachers In Canada

There are tan provincial governments la Canada and consequently ton
educational jurisdictions, dtract federal support of adueatlon bolus con
fined to tha schooling of Indians, Eskimos, and ohlldran of arnsd forces
personnel.

la 1972 the national treasury contributed roughly four per

cent of the education costs whereas the local and sonic 1pal governments
provided

kf

per cent and the provincial g o v e m s e n t about 51 per M a t .

The administrative and legislative control of education la substantially
la the hands of the provincial goveransnt.
During the depression of the Thirties, particularly la districts
of scattered population, provincial teacher groups bed great difficulty
la saints la lng membership on a voluntary basis.

They also discovered

that school beard and departmental officials were unlikely to consult
then on important education policies prior to adoption.
ing Interest la automatic membership legislation.

There was mount

In Saskatchewan, whose

econony had beta particularly hard hit by the prairie drought, the rural
teachers were the first la Canada to press for automatic membership la
sa organisation of their own.

Encountering little opposition from school

boards sad legislators who had become alarmed at the low state of the
schools and of teacher morale, the Saskatchewan Teachers• Federation (3TF)
early la 1935 secured legislation asking membership la the 3TF a coadltioa
for employment.

A year later the teachers 'organisation la Alberta assured

similar legislation.

A similar bill was passed by the Manitoba Legislature
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in 19^2.

Within the next tea years all the other provinces set the tea

chers * requests far automatic meaflbermhip legislation, except that the
act covering Quebec's Catholic teachers was delayed until i960, following
the death of Prosier Duplesals, who had refused consent because of his
annoyance over a aeries of strikes b y Montreal groups in the early Fifties.
An 1 sanediata effeot of this legislation was the sstablishaeat, in
each province, of wall-staffed offices under professionals prepared to
asks a career of teacher association leadership.

Campaigns to improve

salaries and working conditions gained in soaentus in the dsosds following
19^5.

At least two important factors enabled tesohsrs to present their

demands sore forcefully.
within a province.

There were no split osspaigne by rival groups

Teacher spokesmen bargained for toe whole profession,

principals sad other administrators as wall as teachers.

Substantial pub

lic support was won by toe ess of publicity media and of private channels
of persuasion.
Teachers' organisations have used at least tores types of pressure
in atteapts to secure satisfaction of their demands.

Working to rule or

conducting what had boon described aa an "extracurricular strike", worked
successfully in Montreal in 1956.

Widespread publicising of a declared

dispute with toe view to preventing a school board from engaging new staff,
has proven successful, especially during periods of a shortage in too sup
ply of toaohors.

Threatening enough coincidental resignations before toe

legal data for re-engagesent to convince toe school system tost it will
be unable to operate in September, has bean successfully used.

Toronto

olty teachers employed toe technique of nass resignations at toe sad of

1966-67

sohool year to win aoeoptsaoo of too principle of local autonomy

in salary negotiations.
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The success of statutory membership for teachers la hastening their
attalnssnt of Important economic and professional goals has created at
least two difficulties*

The unlnforaed public re somber onlyi (1) the

successes of recent salary battles and (2) the related* unrelenting and
constant rise In school taxes st the local level.

A brief historical Wretch o* the a-jvoment toward collective
bargaining among teachers In Manitoba

The Winnipeg Local of the Manitoba Teachers' Federation which had
been organised In July* 1918* was only a few months old when its execu
tive asked the school board for the right to negotiate a salary schedule.
Previously* with no organisation behind them* teachers' representatives
had been allowed only to go to a board seating* present s written brief*
then leave.

To ask for the right to negotiate constituted a test of

strength* not just for the Local* but for the Federation.

More than

half of the MTP'e members were olty teachersi nearly 600 of the 660 on
the Winnipeg staff had joined the association.
The officers of the Local knew that the board was hostile towards
unions |

the Winnipeg general strike had just ended and nest of the trus

tees were strongly anti-labor,

Nona the less* the leaders followed through

on their decision* and the Local's secretary* G, J. Reeve, wrote the board
asking for the right to negotiate,

with the help of Or. McIntyre, Super

intendent of Schools at the tine* the teachers of Winnipeg won an up
graded salary schedule despite the Initial school board opposition.
Both the Manitoba Teachers* Federation and the Trustees• Association
were anxious to have disputes settled impartially.

In 1920, st their

joint session* the Manitoba government sat up a Board of Reference, com-
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poead of H. V, Huntley, president of the HTF, A, Gian, president of the
Manitoba. Trustees' Association, and A, a. Hill, aeaber of ths uspartmsnt
of Education's Advisory Board.
Ths Board of Reference operated sffsotlvsly, but for only thzss
years.

When two school boards xsfussd to abide by its decisions, law.

ysrs found that ths decisions did not have ths feres of law, and ths
board's usefulness ended.
In 1922, ohlefly because of deteriorating economic conditions,
there was a trend toward salary reduction.

Many boards were terminating

their agreements with all their teaohers, and then advertising for re
place meats at lower salaries, in sons oases requesting their former
teaohers to re-apply.

Often the advertisement contained the phrase,

state salary, a direct invitation to teachers to underbid each other.
In Brandon, the people had differing opinions on the qussticn.
Most businessmen supported ths board as did ths Brandon Sim, but aany
leading eitisens and various organisations triad to bring about a set
tlement,

The teaohers, however, resigned effective April 30, and on

May 1 a new staff took over, composed of teaohers who oane from dif
ferent parts of Canada.

This episode served to strengthen the efforts

of Manitoba teachers towards unionisation.
In 1929 the Manitoba government invited ths MTF to suggest changes
In the School Act.

Federation leaders secured copies of ths School Acts

of all the other provinces, compared thee with the Manitoba Act, and
pointed out the sections they believed needed amending.

The next year

the legislature amended most of these sections, thsraby bringing many
Important improvements to ths t»aching situation.

These ansndasnts

included cumulative sick pay up to 60 daysi ths sstting up of salary

schedules} penalties for school boards violating the common last grants
for libraries, fro* $10*00 to $15,00 per tsaohsr per year for rural
schoolsf protection against agents and canvassers during school hours.
Until 1998 the Manitoba teachers* Society (formerly the Manitoba
teachers' Federation) had neither the privilege enjoyed by other pro
fessions to control their own membership, nor the long-accepted union
right to bargain collectively*
Act vas passed.

In 1998 the Manitoba Labor Relations

The Aot provided teachers with the necessary legal aa-

chinery, both for orderly collective negotiation if requested by either
teachers or trustees in regard to salaries, pensions end working con
ditions, and for conciliation of disputes.

Any local could cons un

der the Aot through a majority vote of the aenbersi and the nesbers
could eleot one of their fellows as bargaining agsat for then.

The

n o n progressive of the trustees welcomed this development, and the
majority approved when it was found effective in bringing about order
ly teacher-trustee relations.

By 1958, over 195 school boards had

completed collective agreements with 2,037 teachers, n o n than half
the total membership of the Manitoba Teachers* Society (MTS),
In 1952 when the Manitoba Urban School Trustees' Association was
formed to combat the collective bargaining operations of the Manitoba
Teachers' Society, a letter was seat to the Mon. V. C. Miller by Mr.
W, C. Ferguson, Q.C., chairman of the Mlnnedoaa School Beard and the
organiser and first president of the urban School Trustees' Associa
tion.

In part, the letter reed ss follows 1

The main purpose of the agreement provided by Form 61 is the
natter of remuneration to be paid whether by way of a salary

Iform 6 was an official employment contract fora to be used by
the school board and the teacher being hired.
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schedule or otherwise, There Is no qualification aa to the asaning
of tha word 'dispute* contained in Section 20 of the Education De
partment Act.
Section 23 of the said Act which la included in Fora
6 says that the Minister who has received a statement concerning a
dispute pursuant to Section 20 ' may stay further proceedings of any
kind whatsoever between parties in respect to the dispute, except
such as are provided for in this Act*,
In view of the above legislation and consideration, it would ap
pear that the whole subject of teacher and trustee relationship in
cluding the very inportant itea of salary is sought to be dealt
with by the machinery provided by the Public Schools Act and the
Education Department Act, and therefore, not pursuant to the pro
visions of the Labour Relations Act. The point of this letter is
to enquire as to whether or not the Labour Halations Aot is to be
made use of in the future in connection with any dispute existing
between teacher and the Board of Trustees whether concerning sal
ary, working conditions or any other phase of the relationship.
It is most important that we know the exact position in this con
nection as one aain objective of our Association when foraed was
to represent the Trustee Board of sohoola having six rooms or over
as bargaining agent to the sane extent as.the Teachers' Society of
Manitoba now represents teachers* locals.
The Minister of Education referred Mr. Ferguson's letter to the
Attorney General's Department and a reply was aade to It on January 12,

1953

which read, in part, as followsi

The Labour Halations Act is an aot of general application whereas
the Public Schools Aot and the Education Act deal with a particular
field.
In the event of oonfliet, it would appear that the latter
two statutes will prevail. Furthermore, the Public Schools Act,
which in effect makes Sections 19 to 24 of the Education Department
Act a part of every teaching agreement (Form 6) was re-enacted at
the 1952 session of the legislature, four years subsequent to the
Labour Relations Act. This is a further point in favour of pre
ferring the provisions of the Public Schools Act and the Education
Department Aot to those of the Labour Relations Act.
Boards of school trustees are creatures of the statute and derive
all their powers from the statutes. Sub-seotlon (1) of Seotion 263
of the Publlo Schools Act provides thati

263

(1) Every agreement bev teen a school district and a teacher
shall be in writing signed by the parties thereto and sealed with
the seal of the district! and, except in the came of a school dis
trict authorised to use another form of contract approved by the
Minister, shall be in Form 6 in the Schedule.2

2Fro»
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The provision la Mandatory, and It would appear that a board of
trustees has no power or authority to bind itself to an agreement
containing a provision that altars or conflicts with what appears
In Fora 6, Form 6 Is couplets In Itself except as to any salary
sohedule that say be in force in the district, (para 2, For* 6)
A salary sohedule nay be an appropriate natter for settlessnt
between a teachers' union and a trustees' organisation, but even
that la not a natter of certainty because paragraph 6 of For* 6
provide* that the teaeher (not a teachers* union) shall have the
right of conference with the board of trustees of the district
(not a trustees* organisation) ovsr any variations in the tins
of paynsat and the amount of salary.3
An snaalaatioa of docuasnta executed by a number of school dis
tricts and various locals of a teachers' society revealed that sons
of these contain in addition to salary natters* clauses relating to
"security of tenure", and "provision for settleaont of differences".
Such provisions in sons instances were in direct conflict with Fora 6
and were* therefore* asde outside of the authority of a board, of trus
tees* except in oases where the Minister of M u o n t i o n had authorised a dis
trict to use a fora of agreenent other than For* 6,
In natters pertaining to salary, there appeared to be a field for
negotiation between a teachers' society and a trustees' organisation of
a board of trustees.

This is doubtful* however* in view of the provi

sions of paragraph 6 of Fern 6.

These provisions were sandstoary and

had to appear in any agreement between a teacher and a school district
unless the Minister of M u e a t i o n authorised the use of another fora.
The Labour Eolations Aot could not be considered as a complete code
in itself where teachers, as employees* and boards of school trustees,
as employers are concerned.

It was subject to the provisions of the

Public Schools Aot end the Education Department Act.
Following Mr. Ferguson's latter to the Attorney General's Depart-

V r o * the files of the Manitoba Teachers1 Society
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Mtit * dispute st Slphlnstons was plaesd in ths hands of a conciliation
board and ths rsport of ths board was pressnted on August 20, 1953*

Ths

conciliation board rseosasndsd a such higher salary than ths tsaohsrs
had requested at that tins.
It also dsalt with ths natter of overlapping jurisdiction first
brought up b y Hr, Ferguson and presented b y Hr, Ferguson to this con
ciliation board.

Hr, Ferguson had no arguasnts to asks concerning ths

salary dispute but used ths conciliation board solely for ths purpose
of getting this legal argument aired.

Quoted below are teres sections

from ths report which indicate the tread of thinking of those who wore
opposed to teachers bargaining under the Manitoba Labour Code,
There are classes of eaployees, which m y Include s o m olasses
st present entirely exempted free the Labour Relations Aot, who
desire to hews conciliation proceeding available to then but tec do
not went to use the strike weapon, Many employers in the esse type
of service share that point of view.
Host teachers sad as tears of school boards are In this category
and have been content to leave their collective bargaining efforts
to anloablo settlosonts.
A. Ths final Step - A Strike
This would bo primarily applicable to employers who opsrats for
profit sad their employees. There would, as s rule, be competitors
or the Industry would be of such s nature test s suspension of work
would not bo paralysing or calamitous In its effect on tee communi
ty. Hers ths employees must have tee right to strike sad tea em
ployer should have tee corresponding right of lookout,
B. The Final Step * Compulsory Submission to Arbitration
If ths Interest of the ptelie or s pert of the public Is psramount or st least outweighs every other consideration, teen ar
bitration, binding upon bote parties sad to which bote must subalt, should bo the final step If effecting s settlement. The
essential element to bo considered by ths Labour Board In deciding
to piece s service In this category is ths irreparable damage that
would result to the community If ths service were even temporarily
discontinued end no other substitutional service available. By
way of example, s few of such services m y be mentioned.1
1, Teaching
A means must be provided to enable children to acquire an elementary
education and the teaching process must continue no natter how oorlous
the dispute between ths school board end tee teacher m y be. Forte-
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natal?, thin la tha attitude taken by most school boards and teachers
... (Other services were sectioned here)
Asendsents to the present legislation appear to be necessary.
This Board deelres to urge upon ths Minister that when the aasndsente eoss before tee legislature the underlying principles upon
which legislation for the settlessnt of labour disputes be carefully
reviewed. In the hope that these observations sight be of sons help
they are appended to the conclusions which ths Board has reached on
the point# raised by counsel st the hearing.
Dated st Klnnsdoaa this 12th day of August, A.D. 1953*
(Signed) H. J, Llndal, Chairman of the Board
(Signed) J. C. Williamson, Member of ths Board
(Signed) H. S, Rungay, Member of tee Board.^
There w e n trustees in every part of tee Provisos of Manitoba who
objected to bargaining under tee Labour Act.

It waa presumed that bar

gaining under the Labour Act would bring with it some stigma which the
Public Schools Aet would not bring.

Whether or not these objections

were reasonable, tee fast remained that tee resistance had the effect
of H a l t i n g collective bargaining negotiations to those relatively
fewer areas where such opposition was not in evidence.

Trustees main

tained teat all of their duties end responsibilities were contained in
tee Public Schools Aet, an attitude which seems to have been accepted
by ths Deputy Attorney-General.
Ths next step in ths dispute occurred when tee Manitoba urban
School Trustees' Association presented a brief to the Industrial Rela
tions Commission requesting an amandment to the Labour Aet which, by
the addition of one word, would have had tee effect of exeluding the
teaching profession from all the rights to bargain collectively.

It

meant that teachers would be excluded from tee provisions of tee Mani
toba Labour Relations Aet which was the only Act, at tee tine, which
------ --------Proa tea files of ths Manitoba reachera' society.
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provided teachers with collective bargaining machinery.
Following tho presentation of tho brief to tho Industrial isolations
Coeaiaslon, tho General Secretary wrote a letter to Dr. Cuddy, president
of tho Manitoba School Trustees' Association, requesting his intervention
in the natter, as the action of the Urban Trustees* Association invited
retaliation and participation in a sort of civil war which nobody would
win and in the course of which everyone would suffer.
Later in January, 195** the Manitoba Teachers' Society presented
s brief to the Induetrial Halations C o m i s s i o n In which it stated thati
The Teachers' Society ie not particularly interested under which
Act they cone. What they do want, however, is the provision for
proper aaehinery for negotiation and for conciliation of disputes
which arise between the school districts and teachers and teachers'
organisations from tine to tine. At the present tine adequate aaohlnery is provided by the Manitoba Labour Relatione Act and such
aaehinery ie completely lacking under the Education Departnent
Aet, We do not agree that there is overlapping between the two
Acts ae submitted by the True tees' brief and it will therefore,
be necessary to sake a short examination of the conciliation
provisions of each Aet respectively, ‘
As a result of Dr. Cuddy's intervention and the withdrawal of the
trustees* brief, the teachers withdrew their brief and entered into a
series of eastings with the Manitoba Trustees' Executive to clarify the
situation and to do everything possible to satisfy all parties, maintain
ing at the sane tine the teachers' right to bargain collectively.
These nestings led to the following recommendation which was aade
to the respective Executives and was included in the report of the Legis
lative C o m i t i e s in 195**
1, That the Minister of Education be requested to amend the Public
Schools and Education Acte to provide fori
(a) A statutory requirement that both parties m e t to negotiate
colleetively if requested by either party for salaries, peae l m s , and working conditions.

5rron the files of the Manitoba Teachers' Society.
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(b) The appointment of a Conciliation Officer by the Kinieter of
Education.
(e) The establishment of a Conciliation Board in the event that
agreement cannot be reached through the offices of a Concili
ation Officer.
2. It was agreed that all negotiations should be entered into with
the object of signing an agreement.
3. It was agreed that the findings of a Board of Conciliation be
final and binding on both parties.
h. It was agreed that legislation guarding the individual rights
of a teacher or a school district as now provided under the Public
Schools Act and Education Act, remain in force.
following am Eamter conference, the Manitoba Teachers* Society
Insoutlve met many more tines with the Enseutive of the Trustees' Asso
ciation la order to discuss the natter further and to seek unity.
At the western Conference certain of the western delegatee could
not understand why the teachers were worried about having compulsory
arbitration included in the negotiation machinery.

The teachers of

British Columbia had asked that a compulsory arbitration board be set
up In each ease and they were satisfied with the results.

It was sug

gested that, if eollsotivu bargaining rights were included in the
Public Schools Act, Manitoba teachers would not bo faced continually
with the prevailing technical difficulties.

Teachers would then have

all the existing bargaining and conciliation rights and these would be
included in an Act which could be used by all teachers and trustees
without sny social oar other reservations.

It should then be possible

to settle disputes and to achieve the desired ealary schedules long
before It would ever be necessary to resort to arbitration.

^Department of Education, Government of Manitoba files.
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Resolution submitted by xTovliiciai Executive, 195^
The Manitoba Teachers * Society executive finally submitted to the
Provincial Legislature the reaolution outlined below.
1. BB IT RESOLVED that this body urge the Provincial Government
to take immediate steps to effect changes in the Public
Schools Act, the Education Department Act and the Labour
Relatione Act, so that the following provisions may be in
corporated!
Collective Bargaining Legislation
(1) That, subject to any modifications stated in subsequent
paragraphs, all provisions affecting collective bargain
ing now contained in the Labour Relatione Aet be trans
ferred to tho Manitoba Public Schools Act,
(2) That, in the event of a dispute, provisions for compulsory
arbitration, with tho decision binding on both teas hers and
trustees be incorporated into tho Public Schools Act and
the Education Department Aet and that such provision in
clude i
(a) the securing of the services of competent, trained con
ciliation officers employed by any department of the
Manitoba Government other than the Department of Edu
cation!
(b) the creation of a panel of arbitrators to aet as chair
men of beards of arbitration, such chairman to bo mutu
ally acceptable to both tho Manitoba Schools Trustees*
Association and tho Manitoba Teachers* Society - said
panel to be reviewed annually by both parties,
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(o) the choosing of an arbitration chairaan by the Chief
Justice of Manitoba in the event that all Members of
the panel prove unacceptable to both parties in a
particular dispute.
(3) That administration of the provisions of the Public schools
Act and the Education Department Act concerning collective
bargaining be entrusted to a Board consisting of three repreeentatlvee of the Manitoba School Trustees' Association,
three xepreeentatlvee of the Manitoba Teachers' Society, and
the Deputy Minister of Education, who shall act as chairaan.
(b) That when either party considers that further negotiations
will not result in the conclusion of an sgreeasnt or the
settle sent of a dispute it nay serve notice that after a
lapse of not lees than two weeks It will request of the
Minister of Bdueatlen the appointment of a Board of Arbi
tration} and that machinery for stub arbitration shall be
set in notion by the Minister of Education not more than
ten days after the request has been made.
(5) In this section dispute means any dispute or difference
or apprehended dispute or difference between a bargaining
agent and a School District, as to nattcrc or tilings af
fecting or relating to terns or conditions of employment
or work to be dons or as to privileges, righto sad duties
of the School District or its teachers, but docs net inoludo a dispute arising out of the termination or threat
ened termination of the teachers' contract where the ground
of termination le alleged to be on moral grounds for eon-
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duct unbecoming a teacher.

7

The developments outlined above resulted in an amendment to the
Public Schools Act in 195^.

The new legislation established a Collective

Agreement Board whose authority it is to supervise the operations of all
negotiations concerning teachers* salaries.

It is composed of (a) a

chairman, the Deputy Minister of Sducatien, (b) one member representing
the Manitoba School Trustees' Association, (e) one member representing the
Urban School Trustees* Association of Manitoba, (d) two aesbers represent
ing the Manitoba Teachers* Society.

The tern of office for each member

is three years, with the proviso that no more than two members change
each year.
The bargaining agent for the teachers in s school district is the
local.

A local nay consist of any group of the members of the Manitoba

Teachers* Society (MTS).

It may o m e l e t of the teachers In ons school

district only, or it nay consist of teachers of aa many as
school districts.
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or

30

The local must have a school district listed in its

constitution before it can require the school district to asst It to ne
gotiate an agreement covering the teachers in the district.
The teachers' business agent is the general secretary of the Mani
toba Teachers* Society end his assistants.

His duty is to do the "paper

work" required by the local and to offer advice end assistance if re
quested.

Me cannot initiate any action on his own authority.

Ho must

have a request from the local la the fern of n resolution free a moot
ing of the local.
In order to be qualified ae the bargaining agent, a local must
submit the following to the Collective Agreement Board;

^Front the
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(a) the charter and the constitution of the local which lists
the schools in the local,
(b) evidence that the Majority of the teachers at the local
Meeting wish the MTS general secretary to beeone the business agent,
(o) evidence that the Majority of teachers in each district
wish the looal to becoas certified for their district.
This is done on forms specified by the Collective Agreeaent Board.
Thus, it is possible for a local to becoas the certified bargaining agent
for nine school districts out of ten, but not for the tenth, because a
Majority of teachers in the tenth district do not wish the local to becone certified to bargain for then.

When a local has been certified for

bargaining, the school board Must deal exclusively with a coanittee of
the looal on all natters concerning the agreement.
cher nay bargain for hlaself.

Me

individual tea

A local's certificate nay be revoked by

the Collective Agxeeaent Boaxd if, in the opinion of the Board, the lo
cal no longer represents the Majority of teachers in the district for
which it was certified.
If there is a collective agreement in force, the looal gives writ
ten notice to the school board between one and three Months before the
agreement expires.

This letter should contain a statenant of the amend-

aents proposed b y the local, and should initiate the negotiation

nest

ing.
In the event of a breakdown, either side nay apply to the Minister
of Education for the services of a conciliation officer who shall hold
as aany nestings with both parties as are necessary until they are brought
to agreenent, or until he thinks none is possible.

He then closes his

case and either party Makes a request to the Minister for a Board of
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Arbitration,
An arbitration board consists of thraa members appointed by the
Minister of 3duoatloni (a) one outside member is nominated by the local
society, (b) one outside neaber le nominated by the trustees, (c) the
■embers nominate a chairman from a panel previously selected jointly by
the Manitoba Teachers* Soeiety and the Trustees* Association.
The board has the poser to sake a decision which is final and bind
ing on both parties, on the board and on all teachers in the school divi
sion or district.
dence on oath.

It can summon witnesses and require then to give evi

It can demand the production of documents end any other

evidence,

School dlstrlot reorganisation in Manitoba

Provision for extending high school opportunities to rural dis
tricts was made by the passing of legislation in

1953

establishment of areas for secondary school purposes.

permitting the

8

The introduction

of the secondary school area did not change the status of the component
school districts or its boards with respect to the elementary school progras.

The rate-payers of each district merely chose that their lands be

taxed for the support of high school services, and elected the board of
the secondary school area.

Credit for the conception of the secondary

school area plan was given to the Manitoba School Trustees* Association
which had submitted its recommendations to the Provincial-Municipal Como
mission appointed by the Legislature in 1951*

"^The Education Department Act. 3. M. 1953l o. 94, s. 32.
^"The Minister's Page", The Manitoba School Journal, I8tli
September, 1956, p. 1.
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Examples of secondary school areas that were formed subsequent to the
legislation of 1951 are: the Portage la Prairie Secondary School Area, cosprising 19 school districtsi the Norfolk Secondary School Area, comprising
32 school districtsi and, the Springfield Secondary School Area, compris
ing 29 districts.

The school district boards in each secondary school a-

rea worked in cooperation with the secondary school area board on nany
Betters ineluding that of collective bargaining.
Sxperience with the secondary school areas encouraged the Manitoba
government to inplsasnt a plan reconnended by the Manitoba Royal Commis
sion on "Sducatlon in 1957.

The Commission reconnended 7 . . the estab

lishment of an administrative system which would place secondary educa
tion under a division board but would leave elementary education under
• io
local boards.
The Commission also recommended that a Provincial Boundary Com
mission be created which would establish the boundaries of prospective
divisions with consideration for geographical, economic, and sociologi
cal factors.

It stipulated that a provincial returning officer take a

vote in each division and that an overall majority of votes decide as to
the establishment of a division.

The overwhelming support of the divi

sion plan by the vote in 1958 indicated that the Commission had discerned
the will of the people correctly.

With the exception of the northern a-

zeas of the province and some isolated districts in other parts of Mani
toba the division plan was established throughout the province.
During the period from 1952 to 1958 collective bargaining waa
conducted on a secondary school area basis Involving as nany aa

30

school districts along with the secondary school area board.
Collective bargaining after 195®» however, was conducted on a

tQInterigTReport of the Manitoba Royal Commission on Education.
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divisional basis Involving salary disputes in which the divisional school
board worked la concert with the seall elementary school district boards
within the division, and the teacher group included both the elementary
and secondary teachers within the division.
The boundaries of the school divisions created after I958 were es
sentially those of the secondary school area wherever such a reorganisa
tion had preceded the inplenentation of the division plan.

As in the case

of the secondary school area plan, the school division plan did not elim
inate the local school districts in charge of elenentary education.

This

produced a reaction from both the Manitoba ’Teachers' Society and the Man
itoba Association of School Trustees.

These two organisations Joined

forces to submit their concerns to the Minister of Education.

Their sub

mission of February b, 1966, Included the following resolution!
That legislation be enacted at this session of the legislature
that will provide for a province-wide referendum within one year
at which the electors in each division will be given an opportunity
by majority vote to determine whether division boards shall be giv
en responsibility for all public school education within their boun
daries . 11
The submission expressed an urgent need for the transfer of administrative
and financial responsibility for elenentary education to division boards.
A similar submission had boon made In November,

1965

by a committee con

sisting of representatives of the MTS, the MAST (Manitoba Association of
School Trustees), the Manitoba Farmers' Union, the Farm Bureau, the Fed
eration of Labour, the Manitoba Hone and Sohool and Parent-Teacher Fed
eration.*
1
2

^uumiiaalon to the Honourable George Johnson. X.D., Minister of
Bduoatlon, concerning Public iohool Administration. The Manitoba Association of >chool Trustees and the Manitoba Teachers' Society, February
b,

1966,
12The Manitoba Tbachere* Society Newsletter.

December 17,

1965.
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On January 20,

1967,

the Hon. Dr, G. Johnson, Ministar of education,

prassntsd a “whits paper" to the Aseeably outlining the neans of financing
the single-district division.

The government's position, expressed in

part in the Minister's presentation was as followst
Every effort will be aade to encourage the electors to vote for
the creation of a single district division. Ibis encouragement
will include the offer to extend to existing and new single dis
trict divisions, retroactive to January i, 1987, the proposed en
riched Foundation Prograa and the revised tax systea. This plan
is designed to finance an inproved and improving standard of edu
cation in the single district divisions st diminished proportional
coat to the real property taxpayer.
The governaent does not propose, however, to offer increased
financial incentives to the aaintonance of aultl-distriot di
visions, because such divisions are not considered oapable of
achieving the prlaary educational goals of improved standards.
Where the electors choose, therefore, to retain aultl-dlatrlot
divisions the present system of grants will be retained. Mo
new incentives will be offered.*
*3
The Minister announced that on March 10,

1967

* referendum would

be held to provide taxpayers in each division with an opportunity to
vote for or against the establishment of a single district division.
With two exceptions, the school divisions in the province voted in
favor of the single district division.

This new development did not

modify divisional boundaries and, therefore, did not modify the terri
torial extant of each collective bargaining unit.
however, that during the period froa

1965

It is noteworthy,

to 1967 inclusive, while

the MTS wae involved in its "aaasive campaign” to promote the creation
of the single district division, the number of arbitrations was lower
than at any other time during the period from 1957 to 1972 inclusive.

lb

&
of Manitoba, Whits Paper on Financing the Single District
Divisions. January 20, 1967.
*S b e Manitoba Teachers' Society Newsletter. 816, November, 19651
December 17, 1965i 8il2, April 29, 1965. The Manitoba Association
of Schools Trustees Newsletter, lil, July 1965* it5, December, 1965l
2ii, January, 19665 2i2, February, 19661 2»b, April, 19661 3*1, July, 1967»
btl, December, 1968.
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Summary of negotiation procedures as established
u n d T provincial statute

In six of ths ten provinces, collective bargaining Is provided
under the provincial statutes.

The four provinces In which there Is

no legislation covering collective bargaining axe Ontario, Dew Bruns
wick, Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland,
provision for sons form of conciliation.

Five provinces sake

These are British Columbia,

Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Nova Scotia.

In Alberta, the

stage which perallele conciliation in the provinces noted above Is
actually a "conciliation officer" level at which a gov a r m e n t appoint
ed employee attempts to effect a settlement between the parties.

Bri

tish Columbia and Manitoba provide for arbitration proceedings la the
event that conciliation fails.

In Alberta, If the conciliation of

ficer falls to effect a settlement, a conciliation board Is appointed.
The parties can agree beforehand to be bound by the award of the con
ciliation board.

If the parties do so agree, the conciliation board

becomes, In effect an arbitration board.

Only one province, Alberta,

gives formal recognition to the right to strike if the award of the
conciliation board la rejected,

Manitoba denies the right to strike

and Saskatchewan reserves the right If the award of the conciliation
board ie rejected.
Recognition of local bargaining units by school boards is Impli
cit In the legislation of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Quebec, and Nova Scotia.

In three of the remaining four

provinces, namely, Ontario, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island,
there la de facto recognition of bargaining units.

In Newfoundland,

where n provincial salary scale is in effect, local collective bar-
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gaining does not taka placa.
An attaapt to sunnarlse auch of tha above inforaation has baan
aada in Tabla 1.

It should be noted that this table doaa not attaapt

to summarise procedures followed in tha four provinces in which salary
negotiation machinery la not provided under provincial statute.

A

soaewhat more detailed outline of tha practice followed in these pro
vinces (i.e. Ontario, New Brunswick, Prince Sdward Island, and Newfoundland) together with that in the other six provinces, le provided in the
following two sections.

The statutory tins U n i t e on salary negotia

tions in British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Nova Scotia, together with
the dates on which agreenents customarily take effect in all provinces
are shown in Table 2.

nummary of negotiation machinery as utilised In the
provinces other than Manitoba

British Colusbia
Where no agreenent exists respecting teaohers' salaries, the local
school board fines the schedule applicable to all classes of teachers in
that district.

If negotiations are requested for schedules to go into

effect the following calendar year, they take place between the board
and the teachers between September 13 and November

Ik.

By September 13,

either party nay initiate negotiations by submitting a notice to the
other requesting a change in the existing agreement.
If negotiations axe begun at this tine, but no agreesent is reached
by November 5» the natter is put into the hands of two conciliators, one
appointed by the board and the other by the teachers concerned.

If either

party fails to appoint a conciliator, the Minister of Education appoints
one for that side.

An agree nent net upon in this natter by November 15
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TABLE 1

MACHINERY FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
PROVIDED UNDER PROVINCIAL STATUTES

Is thszs legislation permitting

{W
Province

l
6

o

o

§
s
1
s
S

*

a?
5
£

g j
a s a 5P 5* £ £

British Columbia

yms

yes

yes

no

no

Alberta6

yes

yes

yms

yes

no

Saskatchewan

yas

yes

no

no

no

Manitoba

yes

yes

JM

no

no

Ontario

no

no

no

no

no

Quebec

yes

no

yes

no

no

New Brunswick

no

no

no

no

no

Nova 3eotia

yes

yes

no

no

no

Prince Edward
Island

no

no

no

no

no

Newfoundland

no

no

no

no

no

Alberts is the only province in which teachers are included in the
provincial labor act for purposes of collective bargaining.
Legislative referencet British Columbia, Public Schools Act. I960,
o. 319* Alberta, Alberta Labor A ct. 1955, e. 167, s. 55-108» Saskatche
wan, The Teachers* Salary Negotiation Act. 1953, o. 184} Manitoba, The
Public Schools Act. 195^. c . 215. s. 363-410i Quebec, An Act Respecting
Municipal and school CoTr>oratlona and their Employees. 1^*4, c."26|'
Novs Scotia, The Nova Scotia (Vachers /nion'Tot. 1951. c. 100.
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tabu

:2

PERTINENT DATES CONCERNING SALARY NEGOTIATIONS AND EFFECTIVE
DATES OF AGREEMENTS IN TEN PROVINCES

Statutory T i m
Limits on
Salary Negotiations

Usual Dates
on which
Agreements
Become Effective

British Columbia

yes*
*

January 1

Alberta

no

September

3askatehewan

ys«b

July 1

Manitoba

no

varies0

Ontario

no

September

Quebec

no

July 1

NSW Brunswick

no

July 1

Nova Soetia

yw.d

August 1

Prince Edward Island

no

July 1

Newfoundland

no

September

^British Columbia, \ folic Schools Act, i960, c, 319, m. 138.
Oa or before September 30, either party to a collective agreement
must serve notioe oa the other party or parties of its desire to
modify or terminate the current agreement.
If no new agreement or
modification has been reached b y October 31, the matter is submitted
to two conciliators, one appointed b y the board and one appointed by
the teachers. If no agreement is reached b y the conciliators b y No
vember 15, the dispute is turned over to an arbitration board whose
proceedings must be concluded before December 31.
* 3askatohewmn, The Teachers* Salary Negotiation Aet. 1953# c,18b.
School boards in Saskatchewan are bound by provincial statute to bar
gain with teachers net leas than 30 days after receipt of a request.
Where the purpose of such a request is the negotiating of salaries,
the request seat be wade between November 1 and January 15 of the
following year.
eLegislation in Manitoba has established no legal H a l t s to the
tine that nay be used in negotiation, conciliation, or arbitration pro
ceedings.
^Novm Scotia, The Nova Scotia Teachers Union Act. i95i» ». &A, If
agreenent is not reached in a period of two months, s conciliation com
mission of three members is appointed which must submit its findings
within one month.
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la accepted by the school board and considered binding for the following
yoar.
On the other hand, If no agreeaent is reached, the conciliators sub
mit the natter to a salary arbitration board oonpoaed of i (a) one neaber
appointed by the school board, (b) one aenber appointed by the teachers,
(e) a chalrnan selected by the two arbitrators already appointed or,
where the arbitrators oannot agree upon a chairman, by a Judge of the
Jupanene Court of British Columbia,
arbitrator by November

25,

If one party fails to appoint an

a Judge of the County Court appoints one

for that party.
Arbitration proceedings nuet be concluded before December 31.
The decision of the arbitration board is final and la binding on the
school board.
ary

1,

The resolutions go into effect the following day, Janu

for the whole calendar year.

This ease nethod of conciliation and arbitration can bo employed
in the case of oereral school boards and the teachers In their districts.
The decision of the arbitration board la binding for all who originally
entered into negotiations.

Alberta
Under the Alberta Labor Aot. The Alberta Teachers' Association is
the bargaining agent for all Alberta teachers.

A collective agreenent

between the teachers and the board in any bargaining unit Is legal and
binding only after it has been signed on behalf of the Association.
In nost oases, the teachers of a bargaining unit negotiate with
their board and effect a settlement at the local level in a lawful but
not legal manner in the strictest sense.

If deadlock occurs, the Al

berta Teachers' Association appoints a representative of the bargaining

agent who

Meets

with the beard la further attempts to reach a settlement.

If negotiations break down at the bargaining agent level either
party can request the services of a conciliation commissioner, an employ
ee of the Board of Industrial Relations, who attempts to effect a settle
ment between the parties.
la usually appointed.

If he is not successful, a conciliation board

This consists of a representative of the teachers,

a representative of the board and a mutually acceptable ohairaan.

If

tha award of the conciliation board la rejected b y the teachers or the
board, a strike vote aay be taken.

If it carries and a strike takes

place, it will be legal under the Alberta Leber Act.

Saskatchewan
In Saskatchewan, the coaaittee seiseted by a group of teachers to
bargain eolleotively for salaries must be certified by the Saskatchewan
Teachers' Federation.

A certificate to this effect must bo sent to the

a ppropriate school board not later than November 1,

The negotiating

committee m y include one weaker who ia not part of the bargaining unit.
Application to negotiate by either the teachers* negotiating com
mittee or the school board must be made between November 1 and January lj
of any academic year,

Either party must honor an application to negoti

ate within thirty days of receipt.

Any agreement reached during subse

quent negotiations is applicable for the following school year and con
tinues in effect until revised under the terns of the teachers* salary
Negotiation Act.

In the event of a breakdown in negotiations, either

party or both m y apply to the Minister of Education for a Board of
Conciliation consisting of three personsi (a) m s

member appointed by

the teachers, (b) one member appointed by the school beard, (e) a
chairman selected b y the other two members.
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Unless both sides accept the conciliation award, tho doeialon of the
Board of Conciliation is not binding and tho right to strike la reserved
in tho event of its rejection by the teachers.

seste
In tho Province of Quebec, disputes between school corporations and
their employees ass hoard and ruled on by councils of arbitration composed
of three members.

The eehool corporation and the employees, or the associ

ation authorised to re poresent then, each reeonsend a member to tho Minister
of Youth, who subsequently appoints then to tho eouaoll for a maximum per
iod of two years.

The third member, who represents the public and acts

ss president to the council, is appointed by the llevtenant-Govornor-inCmmell.

All decisions of the councils of arbitration are binding on

both parties end cannot bo revised by tho eewrts.

Move Beetle
Negotiations between a local of the Nova Scotia Teachers' Union and
the eehool beard begin when either party writes a letter to the ether re
questing that negotiations be entered into.

If the board refuses to nest

with the teachers, the teaohers say request that the Minister of Education
appoint a Mediator.

This say be done.

Should no settle sent be reached

through these negotiations the teachers can ask far a conciliation com
mission which suet bo appointed.
Sach side appoints one member.

The two members then choose a third,

car, in the ease of a disagreement, the third is appointed by a judge of
the county.

Fear the purpose of conducting an inquiry, a conciliation

commission has all the powers of a commissioner appointed under the
Public Inquiries Aet.

VIthin one month, the commission, unless both
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parties agues otherwise, must submit a report of its findings end recomeendetlons to the Minister, the union, end the school board.

Each side

ie free to accept or reject the findings of the coneillation eoamission.

Ontario
Ontario has a variety of school administrative units.

Tradition

ally, elementary and secondary schools have been under the direction of
separate boards.

However, boards of education, which govern systems

that include both elementary and secondary programs, have been in ex
istence for move than a century.
the cities and larger towns.

In 196b there were 53 such boards in

Catholic and Protestant minority groups

nay request the establishment of separate boards, but for elementary
education only.

The geographical limits of the separate school unit,

however, need not correspond with the boundaries of the public school
section.

There were more than 700 separate school boards and over 2000

public elementary school boards in the province in 1 9 6 9 . ^
This variety of school administrative units accounts in part for
ths absence of any provisions for negotiation of teachers* salaries in
the provincial legislation.

Traditionally, however, local teachers*

groups bargain collectively in all but the smallest boards.

There

seems to be a "gentlenen*e agreement" between teachers* organisations and
boards that strikes will not take place.

When negotiations break down

other techniques are occasionally used b y the teaohers to bring about a
satisfactory settlement.

These include the use of the grey list or

pink list on which all teachers axe advised of the breakdown in negotia
tions and informed that their organisation does not approve of their

of Ontario, Department of Education, Annual Report. 1969.
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signing contracts with the hoard or hoards Involved.

In addition, U n i 

ted use has been made of mass resignations as a m a n s of effecting a
settlement.

New Brunswick
Ho negotiation

procedure

Is spelled out in provincial legislation.

Teachers In large boards, however, customarily bargain collectively for
salaries.

If negotiation

fails,

the New Brunswick Teachers * Association

will, upon request, negotiate on behalf of the local group.

There does

not appear to be any provision for conciliation.

Prince Edward Island
No provision is aads for collective bargaining under provincial
statute in Prince Edvard Island.

Tbachers In the two largest centers,

Charlottetown and Sunneralde, do bargain collectively far salaries on
n local level.

Newfoundland
Since Newfoundland has a provincial salary seals, local collective
bargaining docs not take place.

There Is, however, sons indication that

teachers negotiate salaries above this scale on an individual basin, par
ticularly In the larger centers.

How are bargaining inpasses to ba resolved?

Doherty and Gberer contend that the right of private employees to
strike and engage in concerted supportive activities such ns picketing
and boycotts is the active power far agreement.

The relative economic

strength or staying power of the parties determines the content of the
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collective bargain.
According to Doherty an! Obexer, the moat effective impasse-resolving
techniques, short of legalising the strike, is binding arbitration.
The argument against binding arbitration - namely that it kills
collective bargaining in the interest of Jockeying for position
before the ultimate arbitration board - while applicable in the
private sector where the alternative active power of the strike
toward settlement is available, is not applicable in the public
sector idlers strikes are illegal , . .
Snforeeablllty of anti-strifca lava will be considerably enhanced
where the teachers strike la the teeth of an arbitration award bind
ing upon the school board, sines public opinion will not be as like
ly to support the teacher* cause.16
Doherty and Uberer farther argue that the
• • . seal dllenaa of collective bargaining in public employment la
the absence of any effective means or incentive for the parties to
avoid a stale sate. The employees cannot strike. The employer can
not look out. The parties can, of course, continue to talk, to
reason, but it nay be accepted as axtoeatie that each side considers
its position reasonable and the other’s unreasonable,
Obviously, outsiders suet be brought In as catalysts or arbiters.
The uses to which these outsiders nay be put is as followsi (l) medi
ations (2) fact findings (3) non-binding reconssndations \ (4) binding
arbitration,1?
As previous noted (see Table 2) the collective bargaining machinery
as established b y the Public Schools Act in British Columbia, imposes
specific time limits on the different phases of the bargaining process.
This has created sons p r o b l e m that the legislation in Manitoba has sought
to avoid.
One effect of the existing schedule of U n i t s has bean to reduce
the effectiveness of the conciliation process.

Since conciliators are

appointed no earlier than November 1, and in some cases as late as
November 5, and their period of participation expires on November 15,
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they h a w at aost two weeks, and in sons cases only ten days, in which to
perform their function.

B y the tine conflicting commitments of the con*

d i l a t o r s and the parties have been accomodated, it is normally possible
for only one or two seetings with the conciliators to be held.

Hence,

the tern of office of the conciliators expires Just at the point at
which they begin to be porepared to render a useful service.
A second phase in which the tine U n i t s create a problem is the
establishesnt of the arbitration board.

On ear before November 25 the

arbitrators appointed by the parties are introduced to each other.
then have five days in which to appoint a chairman.

They

During that period,

each arbitrator must prepare and submit to the other a list of suggested
names.

Kaeh must then conduct such research as he deems necessary to

satisfy himself as to the suitability of the names which have been sub
mitted to him.

In the event of agreement, the person agreed upon must

thee be approached to determine whether or not he is able to accept the
appointment.

If he is unavailable, the debate must be resumed.

If it

develops that no mutually acceptable person is available, a solicitor
must be engaged, must secure an appointment before « supreme court Judge
in chambers, and must take application for appointment of a chairman.
Normally the Judge wishes to avoid appointment of a chairman to whoa
either arbitrator may have legitimate objection.

To satisfy his wish,

further checking by the arbitrators of a slate of suggested appoints*nts
is necessary.

The net result Is to treat cursorily the selection of a

chairman.
The final phase Is similarly hampered b y the existing tins restric
tions.

By the time the arbitration board has been established, the date

is at least as late as December 1, and asy even be December 10.

A thorough

1*0
hearing, out of which the arbitrators may derive an adequate comprehen
sion of all of the issues they must determine and of the evidence they
mast consider, is time consuming.

Following the hearings, the arbitra

tors must study the evidence, cheek its validity and Its pertinence, and
meet as often se is necessary to reach agreement on the terms of their
award.

They must then reduce the award to writing, check it for aoour-

aoy, prepare multiple copies, and give a copy to each party.

All of this

must he done In a period of three to four weeks. In the midst of which
the Christmas vacation occurs.
According to J, A. Spragge, president of the British Columbia Trus
tees Association,10 all of the specific problems heretofore discussed
could be solved, at least in part, by adoption of a more realistic sche
dule of time limits.

A problem more fundamental than any of then is

implicit in the existence of any tine U n i t , especially if at its ex
piry the parties ere relieved of their responsibility to achieve an
agreement.

In this situation each party has the opportunity, and faces

the temptation, to decline to negotiate in any real sense, to nark tine
until the U n i t s have expired, and then to turn the whole issue over to
the arbitration board.
Sprsgge contends furthermore, that the
. . , tendency to go through a protracted pretence of negotiation,
with no real intent to aeoept any responsibility, has been unmis
takably apparent in the British Columbia setting. It le not hard
to understand reluctance on the part of elected trustees to shoul
der the responsibility for decisions which asy be unpopular with
aaay electors and may have to be defended against vigorous attack
b y other municipal officials.
■" .."iK ........
* Report In tha Alberta Tsschsrs* Association Kamaslns. October,
196*. PP. 100-103.
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. . . Zb s o m Instances, the existence of tins U n i t e and an arbitra
tion device leads teachers* associations to abuse the negotiation pro
cess, Oversold on their ova ease, and inpatient with the frustrations
of the negotiation process, they allow their dispute to drift into
the arbitration stage. They use arbitration as an expression of xesentsent, rather than as a court of appeal.19
Although the legislation dsteralnlng the collective bargaining
process in Manitoba has sought to avoid the probless which characterise
the bargaining process In British Columbia, the teachers and school
boards in Manitoba are expressing concern about the lack of knowledge
respecting the financial gain or lose resulting froa the use of binding
arbitration as a Method of settling salary disputes.

There appears to

bo a lack of knowledge respecting the factors that affect the outeone of
aa arbitration proceeding.

20

Collective bargaining b y teachers and school boards across Mani
toba la local lavsl bargaining, that is, the bargaining takes place be
tween a particular school board and its teachers.

At this level, nego

tiations are conducted b y local eossittees of school boards and teachers.
The teacher and trustee provincial organisations atteapt to offset the
loss of bargaining experience and expertise that say occur on both
sides through the turnover of personnel b y supplying local ooanlttoes
with lnforaatlon and training assistance.

Both provincial organisations,

through annual provision of staff and resources, attempt to keep ooaalttees informed on up-to-date developments, supply both general and speci
fic bargaining lnforaatlon, operate training sessions for local negotia
tors (though this is sore generally true of the teachers than of the*
2
0

^Report"in the ATA

Magaslne.

Oct. 1964, pp, 100-103,

20Sditorlals in the Manitoba Teacher. Vol, 3, Mo, 23, December 1971»
Vol. 4, Mo. 5, March, 1972| Vol. 5. Mo. 8, April 1973* News item, Wlnnl^ejL^rtbwe. June 29, 1972, July 20, 1972f P w r U g s la Pralrle Dally Graphlo.
7 i r r r : n In HA3T News^
June £3, i<?72| Winnipeg Free Press. May i6, 19$fc|
letter. Vol. 8, Ho. k, April 19^2.
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school boards), provide trouble shooting assistance on request, and strong
ly encourage continuity on local comnittses.

The use of outside personnel

by school board eoaaittees to act as spokesmen, either continuously dur
ing negotiations or from tine to tins, has taken place on only a H a l t e d
basis.

While looal oomaittees experience

s m s

loaa of personnel, nego

tiations between teachers and school boards can hardly ha considered s
case of one lnexperlenoed oomnlttee negotiating with another inexperienced
oomlttee.

Continuity of personnel is generally preserved to eons degree

b y aost looal eoaalttees.
Research on the use and effectiveness of arbitration In the public
sector la virtually non-existent.

Although collective bargaining in the

ptfolle sector on a widespread basis la eoaparatlvely recent, sons groups
within the service have bargained collectively under legislated provi
sions for aany years.

Teachers and sehool boards la western Canada, for

example, have bargained collectively for over 20 years.
In their investigation, Armstrong and Arastrong

21

concluded that

the effectiveness of third party intervention in the negotiation pro
cess depended upon euoh factors as labour supply, the issues involved,
the fiascoial strength of the parties, and broad social and economic
issues.

They concluded that tbs

'principal explanation of the suecess

of third party intervention la external to the third party, and can
be found only in the social and eoonoaie conditions which are reflected
in the temper and strength of the disputants,*'22

Vaselenak arrived at

—
Armstrong and Muriel Arastrong, "Third Party Intervention
in the Alberta Coal Industry, 1900-1951" In* H. 0, woods, (ed.) Patterns
of Industrial Dispute Settlement in rive Canadian Industries. Montreal,
industrial'WlaVftms Centre, McGill University, 1958J
22Ibld.. p. 83.

*3
91
a similar conclusion.
Another Investigator saw the succeea or failure of the oolloetlvo
bargaining process as generally lntsrnal to It.

A M largely dependant up

on payehologloal factors and personal Interactions.

Douglas posited the

existence of a sequence of throe phases In negotiations.

In the first phase,

"establishing the bargaining range", the parties established their various
positions which beoaae the para asters of the bargaining.

Interaction at

thla stage was largely institutional and characteristically disparaging
of each other's positions.
eas of disagreement.

It provided a basis, however, far auditing ar

The second stage, "reeonnoiterlng the range", was

a position-testing stags where the parties engaged in personal Interaction.
This Interaction served as a basis for probing and aodlfylng positions la
search of areas of agreement.

The third phase, "precipitating the deci

sion-asking crises”, forced the negotiators free personal Interaction to
contact with those outside the negotiations and often eaw then revert
back to their institutional positions.
ceased cither in lspasss or sgrseasnt.

Out of tbs crisis, the Interaction

2k

Ia a later book by Returns, Douglas la quoted as providing a detailed
psychological analysis of the Interaction of negotiators.2^

in this book,

Rehmus indicates that Douglas characterises as “fictitious" the following
three views generally held b y negotiatorsi "that the possibility of a
strike Is essential to resolution of conflictf that compromise Is an essen
tial part of agreement making) and that the ultimate agreement Is narrowly

^ R . D. Woods, (od.) op. olt. p. 350
seiu
Ann Douglas. "The Peaceful Settlement of Industrial and Intergroup
Disputes" Journal of Conflict Resolution 1(1957) pp. $9-81.
^ I h a r l e a R. Hohaus. "The mediation of Industrial Conflictt A Note on
the Literature" Journal of Conflict Resolution 9(1965) pp. 118-126,

circumscribed b y Market economics",

Rehaus goes oa to say that "nego

tiators find it hard to belies* that, if the process of bargaining is
satisfying to the negotiators, agreenent will result without regard to
the intent thereof".

26

According to Returns, Douglas" conclusions seen

to seriously question the rationality of union-naaagenent representa
tives, "elevating their personal psychological needs above their insti
tutional obligations".27
stagner and Rosen contend that a "study of unioa-aanagenent rela
tion* requires an intrioat* interrelation of economics, sociology,
psychology, and engineering.

No one of these specialised studies of

fers a full and complete analysis."28
From the literature reviewed it appears that the operation and
interaction of certain economic, psychological, social, political and
personal factors all contribute to the effective resolution of disputes.
Valter Findera, Director of Economic Welfare for the Manitoba
Teachers' Society, concludes, on the basis of his involvesent in the
negotiation of disputes, that of the factors influencing the settlesent of salary disputes, the economic are the most important.

In

order of inpartane* the eoonoaic factors are outlined asi
1. The general eoonoaic conditions.
2. The cost of living changes.

—

Op Pit.. p. 123
27 Ibld.. p. 12b

2®R, Stagner and H, Rosen. Psychology of >Jnion-Management flotations.
Belmont, California, Wadsworth Publishing Co.,’ 1956. p. ?.

*5
3.

The level of provincial government financial support to school

districts or divisions,
Plndera further contends that the possibility of arbitration has
influenced strongly the resolution of disputes.

Accordingly, the pres

sures of arbitration have arisen froa the uncertainties of what an award
might bring.

CHAPTSEH THJGS

ANALYSIS Or TH3 BATA

Introduction

In analysing the data for thin study, on* of the purposes ana
to eonpara tho par oant of aalary ineraaaa gained b y tha taaehara
through arbitration with that gained through conciliation and nego
tiation, and to eonpara thaaa gains with other selooted variables.
Tha analysis of data for this part of tha study has been pre
sented in tha order outlined below.
1. Arbitration settlenents are compared to the average per oent
of salary increases resulting from all prior settleaants,
2. Tha ineraaaa is teachers' salaries resulting froa arbitra
tion in compared to the increases resulting froa negotiated and froa
o oneilia tad settlements.
3. An analysis of data waa wade to determine the relationship
between gains aade through arbitration settlements and each of a
selected set of variables.
The study also examined a aeries of null hypotheses.
variables covered by the hypotheses are listed in Table 7*

All of the
The hypo

thesised relationship of oaoh variable to tho dependent variable, and
the subsequent findings ere shown.

(Table 7» p. *9)

The noil hypotheses were accepted if the chi square value or the
P value in the analysis of variance failed to reach the one per oent

level of slgnificanos,

This level

k m

chosen because of tha aaall

H

that a a ehaxaotarlatic of sons of tha analyses.

Comparison of gains nads through arbitration,
conciliation, aad n>.‘gotlatlon

Comparisons involving prior dispute settlements
A suaaary of tha data showing tha relationship between salary
increases resulting from arbitration a&oh year for tha pariod froa
195^-57 to 1971-72 inclusive, and tha inoxaaaaa resulting Aron dis
putes aattlad b y nagotlatlon or conciliation each year prior to tha
first arbitration award of that ysar la praaantad in lbble 3.

The

number of concilia tod sottlenanto include only thoao that preceded
tha first arbitration award.

Thus, out of a total of 3*2 concilia

tions considered In this study, 2*2 wars finallssd bafers any arbi
tration awards wore granted.

Table 3 Indicates that, during the

school years froa 1956-57 to 1964-65 inclusive, tha naan annual
salary increase gained through arbitration varied froa slightly ba
le* to a little above that gained through negotiation or conciliation
During the period fro*

1965-66

to 1969-70 inclusive, the salary In

crease gained through arbitration ranged Area about 0.25 per cant to
appcoxlaately 1,00 par oant below that gained through negotiation or
conciliation.

The number of arbitrations during these years, however

was vary snail, dropping to a low of four eases during tha 1966-6?
school year.

In 1970-71 tha gains wads through arbitration wars

slightly above, and tha following year a little below, thoao nada
through either negotiation or conciliation.
The mean per cant of salary Increase resulting Area negotiated

COMPARISON OP ARBITRATION SETTLEMENTS TO ALL PRIOR SETTLEMENTS
REACHED BT NEGOTIATION, OR BT CONCILIATION

Negotiated Settlements
Prior to First
Arbitration Award

Tear
of

Nusber of
Settlenents

Settlewent

Mean
Per Cent
of Salary

1.68
1.88
2.68

Conciliated Settleaents
Prior to P i n t
Arbitration Award
R a t e r of
Settlenents

1956-57

2*

1957-58

36

1958-59

52

1959-60

66
61

2.78

63

3.*0

67

3.65

12
16
21
22
26
21

89

3.70

196*-65

85

1965-66

9

Arbitration Settlenents
• of
j 9 v v Jj9I■ B m I

Mean
Per Cent
of Salary

1.65
2.00

Mean
IVT uVBv
of Salary

Per Gent
of Salary
Increase on
P i n t Award

29

1.70

1.65

18

1.90
2.75

2.25

25

2.10
2.62

2*75

19

3.10

3.25

3.00

3.68

3.30

3.65

3.50

3.50

22
20
21

3.52

3.65

22

6.00

12

3.65

3.50

6.65

23

6.65

17

6.66

*.60

71

*.67

20

6.80

8

6.26

*.00

1966-6?

78

6.95

19

5.00

*

6.05

*.10

1967-68

*5

5.20

16

5.55

9

6.33

*.50

1968-69

35

5.70

8

5.65

12

6.65

*.20

1969-70

22

5.70

3

5.60

26

6.71

*.90

1970-71

19

5.50

2

5.50

32

5.55

5.75

1971-72

19

5.90

6

5.80

21

5.65

5.75

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963- 6*

d •

832*

3.00

Mean - 3.91

N - 2te®

3.52

Mean • 3.82

*A11 negotiated settlements were reached before any

of

M-295

Mean - 3.76

Mean -

3.83

the arbitrations were finalised,

b 0«t of a total of 3*2 conciliations considered In this study 2*2 were finalised before any arbitra
tion awards were granted.

£

settlements for the entire period under study was 3*91 par cent,
whereas the seen Increase resulting free arbitration was 3.76 per
cent and that resulting fros conciliated settlesents that preceded
the first arbitration award each pear was

3,82

per cent.

As indi

cated by the analysis of variance (Table 4) there was no signifi
cant difference at the .01 level in the salary Increases resulting
from arbitrated settlesents and those resulting fros parlor negotiated
or prior conciliated settlements.
TABLE 4
ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE FOR ARBITRATION AND PRIOR SETTLEMENTS*

"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

5.40

2

2.70

2.045

1,806.83

1,366

1.32

N.S,

1,812.23

1,368

a "Prior settlesents" refers to the conciliated and negotiated
settlements that preceded the arbitrated settleneats each year for
the period fros 1956-57 to 1971-72 inolueive.
^tflth df-2, 1,366, an P value of 4.60 is required for signi
ficance at the .01 level.

Comparison of salary gains Involving all dispute settleaenta
Irrespective of priority In tine of settlement each yetu
The relationship between salary increases resulting from the 295
arbitrations and the gains sad* through the 342 conciliated settlesents
or the 832 negotiated settlements during the period under study, without
regard to priority In tine of settlement each year, is Indicated la Ta
ble 5*

The analysis of variance indicates that thsxs was no significant

difference among arbitrated, negotiated and conciliated settlements in
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the gains In salary.

Ths naan for gains nads through arbitration was

3,67 per cent, which Is Jest slightly below the sean of 3,91 per cent

3.69

for negotiation sad the sean of

per cent for conciliation,

TABLE 5
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE PER CERT OF SALARY INCREASE RESULTING
FROM NEGOTIATION, CONCILIATION, AND ARBITRATION

Source of Variance

Sue of Squares

"Between" groups

df

Mean Square

”

7 "

*•93

2

2.965

1.950

"Within" groups

1.95*.06

1,^66

1.332

N.S.

Total

1.958.99

1,468

aAn r wales of b,60 is required for significance at the .01
level.

Jdfsflr

4P&X&&.S*

and a. rat of selected vrirlab:.as

A further analysis of the data was eade to determine the rela
tionship between gains ends through arbitration settlenents and each
of a selooted set of variables.

The variables used and the results

of ths chi squire analysis sxs susaerised in Table
Indicate that a relationship significant at ths

.01

6.

The results

level existed be

tween ths gains in salary nads through arbitration and each of ths
following variablesi (s) initial proposals (difference between ths
initial salary increase proposal nads b y ths school board and that
sads by ths teachers)i

(b) cost of living)

(*) per pupil cost of

education paid b y special tax levy) and (d) ths party initiating arbi
tration proceedings.

The findings Indicate further that a relation

ship significant beyond the

.001

level existed between ths gains in

salary nads through arbitration and each of ths following variables i
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(a) per .jupll cost paid by special tax levy, and (b) tha party Initi
ating arbitration,

Cf tha other variables listed in Table

6,

none

bore a significant relationship to the per cent of salary Increases
resulting from arbitration.

Thus, tine taken In dispute settle sent,

the mafeer of teachers Involved In salary dispute and the minber of
arbitrations per division

or dispute

area had no significant relation

ship to gains In salary.
TABLE

6

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GAINS NABS THROUGH ARBITRATION AND
EACH car A SELECTED SET CF VARIABLES

Description of Variable

df*

Chi Square Value

1, Initial Proposal

4

16.583^

2. Coat of Living

4

14.303*

3, Per pupil cost paid b y speelal tax
levy

4

24,047*

4, Site of the School Syeten

4

4.818

5, Tins spent in Negotiation

4

1.397

6. Tine spent in Conciliation

4

1.041

4

2.042

8, Total Tine taken In Dispute
Settlement

4

0.793

9, Ntufcer of Arbitrations per Division

4

1.863

8

26.194*

7.

Tim

spent in Arbitration

car Area
10. Party Initiating arbitration

*Vith df • 4, a chi square value of 13,277 Is required far
significance at ths .01 Isusli with df - 8, a chi square value of
20,070 Is required for significance a t the ,01 level.
*Theee lteas are significant beyond the

,01

level.
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The variables covered by the hypotheses axe presented for dlacuseion la the order la which they appear la Table 7, with first con
sideration heln< given to the relationship between the direction of
awards and each of the listed variables.

This discussion has been

followed by a similar consideration of the level of settleeent and
the length of the arbitration period.

Table

7

presents a enaaary of

the findings concerning the relationship of each variable to the de
pendent variable.

of

variables
The variables is this section are presented in the order in

which they are listed in Table

7.

Length of arbitration period

A summary of the data relative

to the relationship between the direction of awards and the period
of arbitration is presented in Table

8.

The F value of 2.269 indi

cates that there were no sign ificant differences at the

.01

level,

between the teacher and trustee awards in the number of days spent
in arbitration.

The seas nusber of days for arbitration proceedings

resulting in teacher awards was * 0.37 days end that for arbitrations
resulting in trustee swards use
Level of settleeent

37.62

days.

The chi square of lb. 55b indicates that

there was a significant relationship at the

.01

direction of awards and the level of settle sent.
data

of Table

level between the
According to the

9 a larger proportion of the teacher awards were ar

rived at through a Majority board decision than was the case for
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TABLE 7

SUMMARY OP FINDINGS CONCERNING THE RELATIONSHIP OP EACH VARIABLE
TO THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES*

Variables

I Length of arbitration period
II Level of Sottleaent

of
Awards
N.S,
3

of
sottXoasat

Arbitration
Period

N.S.

—

—

—

III Other variables^
1, Occupation of arbitration
board o h a l m a n

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

2, Occupation of toaohors*
representative

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

3, Occupation of truateee*
representative

S

N.S.

N.S.

b. Previous arbitration experi
ence of c h a i r m n

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

5.

Previous arbitration experi
ence of teachers* rep.

N.S.

».3.

N.S.

6,

Previous arbitration experi
ence of trustoos* rep.

N.S.

3

N.S.

7.

Rubber of arbitrations per
school division

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

8,

Length of negotiation poriod

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S,

N.S,

10. Total tine for dispute
settle asnt

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

11, Sine of the school system

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

12, Party initiating arbitration

N.S.

3

N.S.

S

S

S

lb. Coat of living

s

N.S.

N.S.

15, Per pupil cost of education
paid b y special levy

s

S

S

16, Per cent increase in salary

s

3

N.S.

9, length of conciliation period

13 ,

Tnttt1*1 salary inesoaao
proposals

*It was hypothesised that these Is no significant relationship
at the ,01 level between each variable sad the dependent variable
*The variables listed under Other Variables are covered by
Hypotheses 3t 5* and 6.
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TABLE

8

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOB THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF
AWARDS AND THE PERIOD OF ARBITRATION
Source of Varlanoe

Sun of Squares

Total
*An F value of

Mean Square

"T*

1,158.871

1

1,158.871

2.269

110 ,302.250

216

510.658

N.S.

111,461.121

217

"Between" groups
"Within" groups

df

6.75

is required for oignific&noo At the ,01 level.

decisions resulting in trustee awards.

The ohl square values of Table 9

indicate that the relationship between the level of settleaent and trus
tee awards, with a ohi square of 8.946, was sore significant than the
relationship between the level of settleaent and teacher awards, with
a ohi square of 5.608,
An examination of Table 9 shows that the relationships between the
variables, taken in pairs, arranged in order of significance appear as
followst (1) teacher and majority awards (chi square of 2,495) i (2 ) teach
er and unanimous awards (chi square of 3.113)i (3 ) trustee and majority
awards (chi square of 3.980) j and (4) trustee and unanimous awards (ohi
square of 4.966).
TABLE 9
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION
OF AWARDS AMD LEVEL OF SETTLEMENT
Level 0i
Settle sente

s—
Teacher Awards
Obs.

Exp.

Unanimous

46

59.624

Majority

88

74.376

Trustee Awards
Chi
aquaxe

Awards

Chi
square

Obs.

Exp.

3.113

51

37.376

4.966

97

8.079

2.495

33

46.623

3.980

121

6.475

Chi
square

218
8.946
134 13*
5.608 84 84
14.554*
•with df •"lj a chi square value of 4.^35 ia required for
significance at the .01 level.

Total
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Occupation of arbitration board chalxaan
(‘M b i t

10 )

Tha chi square of

b,95l

indicate* that fear the data analysed no significant relation-

chip existed at the

,01

level between the direction of awards and the

occupation of the arbitration board ohairsan.

The findings Indicated

that the position of arbitration board chairnan has been held predoainantly b y lawyers.

In

115

out of the 13b arbitration eases that resulted

8b

in teacher awards and in 82 out of the

eases that resulted in trustee

awards the position of board chairwan was held by a businessman, in
b y a aedioal doctor and in b b y a faraer.
resulted in trustee awards and these

2

of these 20

eases only

5

2

arbitration eases were chaired

b y a business nan,
TABLE 10
CHI SQUABS FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF AWARDS
AND OCCUPATION OF CHAIRMAN

Occupation
of Chairman

___Teacher Awards_____
Cfes.
Exp.
s a r Obs.
square

Exp#

Total
Awards
Chi
Chi
square
square

Professional

120

I2b.i7

O.lbl

82

77.83

0.223

202

0.36b

NonProfessional

lb

9.83

1.769

2

6.17

2.818

16

b.587

1.960

8b

3. Obi

218

Total

13b

13b

*With df • 1 , a chi square value of
significance at the .01 level.

8b

6.635

Occupation of the teachers* representative

b.951*

in required for

The analysis of the

data (Table 11) yielded a chi square value of 0.0008 which indicates
that there was no significant relationship between the direction of
awards and the occupation of the teachers' representative on an arbi
tration board.
ers, with only

The teachers* representatives were predominantly teach

21

cases out of a total of

13 b

in which a lawyer was

56
selected as the representative,
TABLE 11
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION CP
AWARDS AND OCCUPATION OF TEACHERS* REPRESENTATIVE

Occupation
of Teaehora*

Obs.:xp.

Chi

3b a"

Sxp,

. w ,
A'wards

Chi

Chi

_______________ s a i n s ______________ gaaffi*.
Lawyer

21

Teacher

113

0.0000
113.101 0.0000

20.899

13* 13*

Total

13

13.101

0.0007

71

70.899

0.0001

0.0000 8*

8*

awith 4f • 1 , a chi square valve of
significance at the .01 level.

20,059,

3*
184

0.0008

8,635

Occupation of the trustees* representative
indicate a chi square value of

m b s

0.000?
0.0001

218 0. 0008*

la required for

The data In Table 12

which is beyond the

elgnlfleanee and also beyond the .001 level.

?

.01

level of

There was, therefore, a

statistically significant relationship between the occupation of trustee
representatives and the direction of awards.

The chi square values of

Table 12 show that the relationship between the occupation of the trus
tees* representative end trustee swards (chi square of

12 .330)

was sore

significant than the relationship between the occupation of the trustees'
representative and teacher awards (ohi square of 7.729).

The findings

show that the vest significant relationship existed between (1 ) a farwar as trustee representative and trustee awards (chi square of

8,338)

end (2 ) e farmer as trusts# representative and teacher awards (ohi square
of 5.227).

The least significant relationship existed between (1) e pro

fessional as trustee representative end trustee awards (ohi square of

0.168)

end (2 ) a professional as trustee representative sad teacher a-

wards (chi square of

0.105).

Tefeen in order of elgnlfleanee and arranged
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from least to greatest, the relationships between the variables, taken
In pairs, appear as followsi (1) a professional as trustee representa
tive and teacher awards (chi square of

0,10 5 ),

(2) a professional as

trustee representative and trustee awards (chi squire of

0,168 ),

(3) a

businessman as trustee representative and teacher awards (chi square of
2.397), (*) a businessman as trustee representative and trustee awards
(chi square of 3.82*0, (5) * farser as trustee representative and teach
er awards (ehl square of 5.227), and (6) s farmer as trustee represen
tative and trustee awards (chi square of 8,338).
TABLE 12
QHI SQUARE FOB THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION 07
AWARDS AMD OCCUPATION 07 TRUSTEES* REPRESENTATIVE

Occupation
of Trustees*
Representative

Teacher Awards
Ohs,
Exp,
Chi
square

Trustee Awards
Total
Ohs,
Exp,
Chi
Awards
square

Chi
square

Terser

25

39.339 5.227

39

2*.66l 8.338

6*

13.565

Bueinessaan

79

66.386

2.397

29

*1.615 3.82*

108

6.221

Professional

30

28.275 0.105

16

17.72* 0,168

*6

0.273

8*

8*

Total

13*

13*

7.729

12.330

218

20.059*

*Vlth df • 2, a chi square value of 9.210 ie required for signifi
cance at the ,01 level.

PtSTioue arbitration experience of the ohairsan

The chi square

value of 0.7*6 of Table 13 was well below the .01 level, indicating
that no significant relationship existed between the direction of
arbitration awards and whether or net the board c h a i r m n had previous
ly served as arbitrator.

TABLE

13

CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF AWARDS
AND THE PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE OF THE CHAIRMAN
Teacher Awards.... ^rmtsoAwartig.' .... Total
Chi
square

Obs.

113

110 .6b 3 0.050

6?

69.357 0.080

180

21

23.357 0.237

17

lb.6b3 0.379

3«

8b

8b

Previous
-Xpert*nee

Obs,

Yss
HO

13b

Total

Exp,

13b

0.287

a wlth df - t, a ehl square value of
fioaace at the ,01 level.

Exp.

6,635

Chi
square

0.b39

Awards

218

Chi
square

0.130
0.616
0.7b^

la required fear signi-

Previous arbitration experience of the teachers* representative
There uaa as significant relationship between the direction of asaxds
and the previous experience as arbitrator of the teachers* representa
tive, as revealed in table lb.
the

,01

The ehl square of 0,6b? la well bslov

level of significance,
TABLE lb

CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF AWARDS AND THE
PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE OF THE TEACHERS* REPRESENTATIVE

Previous
Experience

Teacher Awards_________ Trustee Awards
~~
Total
Obs,
Chi
Awards
Obs.
Exp.
Chi
Exp.
Chi
square
square
square

Tee

10b

No
Total

30
13b

69

66,661

0.082

173

0.133

0.198

15

17.339

0.316

b5

0.51 b

0.2b9

8b

8b

0,398

218

106.339 0.051

27.661
13b

*tflth df * 1 , a chi square value of
floanee at the .01 level.

6,635

0.64?*

la required for sigal-

Previous arbitration experience of the trustees* representative
The findings of table 15 indicate that no significant relationship ex*
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ieted at tha

,01

level between tha diraotion of arbitration awards and

vhathar tha trustees* representative had previously aarvad aa arbitra
tor oar not.
TABLE 15
CHI 3QUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF AWARDS AND THE
PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE OF THE TRUSTEES* REPRESENTATIVE

.~ .. foial
Previous
Experience

Oba.

yes

109

no

25

Total

13b

Exp.

Chi
equate

~

Cba.

Chi Awards
square

Exp.

Chi
square

10b.b95 0.19b

61

65.505 0.310

170

0.50b

0.688

23

18.b95 1.097

b8

1.785

0.882

8b

8b

29.505
13b

\ i t h df - 1 , a chi square of
at tha .01 laveI.

6.635 1 *

218

l.b07

2 .289*

required far significance

Nunbar of arbltrationa nor achool dlvlalon

Tha analyaia of

variance shows that thaxa aaa no algaifleant diffaranoe batwaan tha
taaohar and taruatae awards la tha nunbar of arbitrations par school
division.

Tha F value of 0,5203 la nail below tha value of 6,750

required far significance at tha .01 level (Table 16),
arbitration caaes that resulted In taaohar awards and
oaaaa that ended la trustee awards.

There ware 13b

8b

arbitration

The m a n nunbar of arbitrations

per division for easts ending la teacher awards was 2,76 and for eases
ending la trustee awards tha aaaa was 2,88.
The analysis presented la Table 17
ahowa that thaxa was a significant relationship at tha

,01

level between

the taaohar and trustee awards la the nunbar of days spent la negotiation.
Tha F value of b, 6b8 la below the value of
at the .01 level.

6,75

required for significance

Tha naan nunbar of days taken up In negotiation pro-
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TABLE 16

ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE FOB THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OP
AWARDS AND THE NUMBER OP ARBITRATIONS P2R DIVISION
Source of Variance
“Between" groups
“Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Naan Square

F*

0.7*

1

0.7*

0,520

307.17

21$

l .*2

N.S.

307.91

217

*Vlth df - 1 , 216 , an P value of
ance a t tha ,01 level,

6,750 1 •

required for signific

ceedings la arbitration easts resulting la tsaehsr awards was

195*13

aad tha asaa for tlas taken la negotiation la arbitration eases re
sulting la trustee awards was

210,69

daps,

TABLE 17
ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OP
AWARDS AND THE LENGTH OP THE NEGOTIATION PERIOD

Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sue of squares

12 ,500.80

df

580,8*9.55

1
216

593,350.35

217

Mean Square

12 ,500.800
2 ,669.118

F*
*. 6*8
N.S.

*Wlth df • 1, 216, aa P value of 6,75 ie required for signifieanee at the ,01 level.

Length of conciliation period

The relationship between the

tine spent In conciliation proceedings sad the direction of arbitra
tion awards was not algalflsant a t the ,01 level,

The P value of

0,182, aa shewn in Table 18, ie well below the value of 6,75 required
far significance at the ,01 level.

Thus there was no significant

dif

ference between teacher and trustee awards la the aaeunt of tins taken
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in conciliation before proceeding to arbitration.

The m a n number of

days taken up in conciliation proceedings in arbitration cases result
ing in teaoher awards was

5^.25

days and tbs nsan for tbs tine taken in

conciliation proceedings in arbitration cases ending in trustee awards
was

56.09

days.
TABLi 18

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOB THE BELA H O N S H U BETWEEN DIRECTION OF
AWARDS AND THE LENGTH OF THE CONCILIATION PERIOD

Source of variance
"Between” groups
"within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

122.93

1

166,260.38

216

166.363.31

217

Mean Square
122.93

0,182

677.039

N.S.

a Iith df • 1, 216, an F value of 6.75 is required for signifi
cance at the ,01 level.

Total tine for dispute settlewent

The analysis of data indicates

no significant relationship between the direction of awards and the to
tal tine used in the resolution of salary disputes.

The F value of

2.869, ss shown in Table 19, Is wall below the .01 level of significance.
Tbs m a n number of days taken for dispute settlement was 293.13 for arbi
tration oases resulting in teacher awards and 305*23 for eases ending in
trustee swards.
Size of the school system

The analysis of variance indicates

that there wae no significant relationship between the direction of awards and the slse of the school system or the number of teachers in
volved in a salary dispute.

The F value of

3.656

Indicated in Table 20

is below that required for significance at the .01 level of significance.
This shows that there was no significant difference between the teaoher

TABLE 19
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF
AWARDS AND TOE TOTAL TIKE FOR DISPOTS SETTLEMENT
Souroe of Variance
"Bstwaon* groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

573.522,90

1
216

581,087.20

217

7,56*. 30

Haan Square

F*

7,56*.30

2 ,8*19

2,655.20

N.S.

a Wlth df • 1, 216, aa F value of 6,75 1* required for signifi
cance at tho ,01 level.

and trusts# award* in tho number of teachers represented la salary disputaa.

Tha naan nunber of toaohara represented In arbitration oaaas

that ondad in tsaehor awards was

165,93

and tha naan for oaaaa that

rural-tod In trusts# awards was 195.1*.
TABLE 20
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REUTIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF
AWARDS AND THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEK

Souree of Variance
"Between” groups
"Within” groups
Total

Sua of Squares

df

2,972,*72,70

1
216

3,022,766.70

217

50,29*,00

Kean Square

F*

50,19*.00

3.65*

13,?6l,*5

N.S.

a with df » 1, 216, aa F value of 6,75 is required for signifioanoa at tha ,01 level.

Party initiating arbitration

Tha chi square indioatoa that thera

was no significant rslationship bstwaon tha direction of awards and tho
party initiating arbitration,

Tho chi a q m r e valua of 6.6*7 is holow that

roquirod far significance at tho ,01 lovol.
TOblo

21

Aa examination of tho data la

shows that of tho relationships indies ted tha largsst chi square,
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although not statistically significant, was ths oas describing ths rela
tionship between teacher Initiated arbitration and trustee awards (chi
square of 2.167),
TABLE 21
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF AWARDS
AND THE PARTY INITIATING ARBITRATION

Initiators

Teachsr Awards
obs.
Exp.
Chi
square

Trustee Awards
—
K S I ----Obs.
Exp.
Chi
Chi
Awards
square
square

Teachers

62

53**77 1.358

25

33.523 2.167

87

3.525

Trustees

56

60.239 0.298

*2

37.761 0.b76

98

0.77b

Minister of
Education

16

20.28b 0.905

17

12.716 l.**3

33

2.3*8

8*

8b

Total

13*

13*

2.561

b.086

218

6.6*7*

N l t h df • 2, a chi squire value of 9*210 Is required for elgaifleance at the .01 level.

Initial Salary Increase Proposals

The analysis of the data

yielded a n F value of 11.195 which Is well above that required for
significance at the ,01 level.

The analysis of varlanos as shown In

Table 22 reveals that there was a significant difference between the
teaoher and trustee awards In the Initial per cent of salary Increase
proposals.

The naan difference between the Initial per cent of salary

Increase proposals aade b y teachers and that nade b y trustees was 6,21
per cent In arbitration oases resulting In teacher awards and

7,059

par

cent In m s e c ending In trustee awards.
Cost of living Increase

As Indicated In Table 23 there was a

significant relationship betwssn the direction of arbitration awards
and ths per cent increase la the ooat of living.

The analysis of vari

ance yielded an F value of 19.055 which Is well above the value of 6.75

TABLi 22
ANALYSIS OT VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF
AWARDS AND THE INITIAL SALARY INCREASE PROPOSAL
Source of Variance
"Between" croups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

36.689
707,9*0

216

7^.629

217

N l t h df - 1, 216, an
cance at the .01 level.

t

1

value of 6.75 U

required for significance at the .01 level.

Moan Square

36.689
3.277

Fa
11.195
S

required for signifi

It Is evident, therefore,

that in the data analysed there was a significant difference between
the teacher and trustee awards in the per cent Increase In cost of
living prevailing at the tine the awards were aade.

The aean per cent

lnereaee In oost of living which characterised the tine of the arbitra
tion proceedings which resulted in teacher awards was 2.87 per cent and
the aean Increase which was characteristic of the tins of the arbitra
tion proceedings which resulted In trusts# awards was 3*37 per cant,
TABLE 23
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF
AWARDS AND THE PER CENT INCREASE IN LIVING COSTS

Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares
13.777

df

Mean Square

1

13.777

156.190

216

0.723

169.967

217

F*
19.055
S

a With df - 1, 216, an F value of 6.75 In required for signifi
cance at the .01 level.
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Per pupil cost of education paid by special levy

According to

Table 2b tho F m i c e of 18,219 in m i l above the m i n e of 6,75 required
for significance at the .01 level.

It is evident, therefore, that there

was a significant difference between the teacher and tanastee awards in
the per pupil cost paid b y special tax levy.

The m a n cost per pupil

paid b y special tax levy wee $159.*6 in school divisions where arbitra
tion oases resulted in teacher swards and $201.75 in divisions where
the arbitration ended in trustee awards.
TABIX 2b
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF

AWARDS ARD THE PER PUPIL COST PAID BY SPECIAL LEVY
Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

3ua of Squares

df

Mean Square

92,331.00

1

92,331.00

1,094,655.20

216

5,067.84

1,186,986.20

217

1*
18.219
S

a tflth df • 1, 216, sn F value of 6,75 is required far slgnlfl
canoe at the .01 level.

Per cent Increase in salary

The analysis of variance for the

relationship between the direction of awards and the per cent of salary
increase indicates an F value of 17.51b which is well above the value
of 6.75 required for significance at the .01 level.

The results of the

analysis, as shown in Table 25, indicate that a significant difference
existed between the teaohsr and trustee awards in the per oent of salary
increases.

The wean per oent of salary increases resulting from arbi

tration cases that ended in teacher awards wee 3.41 and that resulting
from arbitration cases that ended la trustee ewaxda was 4.10 per oent.
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TABLE 25

ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION Or
AWARDS AND THE PER CENT OF SALARY INCREASES
Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

df

3 m of Squares

Mean Square

24.223

1

24.223

298.835

216

1.383

323.058

217

F*
17.514
3

*Vlth df - 1, 216, an P value of 6.75 1* inquired for elgaifioaneo at tho ,01 level.

Table 26 presents a swaaary of tho ehi square and anal yeas of
varianoe findings far tho zelationohip between the direction of a m i d e
and each one of a aet of other variables.

* » y . l o i g & g betmeji,.the,, l e g l , o f m t U e - g t ap4 each of a
aet of varlabloo

Length of arbitration period

An analysis of varlaneo of pertinent

data yielded an F value of 3.453 which la below the value required for
eignifloaaoo at the .01 level.

An the data In Table 27 show, there was

ne significant difference between the unanlnoue and eajority awards in
the anount of tine utilised in arbitration proceedings.

The m a n atntber

of days used in arbitration proceedings that ended in unanlnoue awards
was 36*21 end the noan for arbitration eaeee that resulted in Majority
awards was 62.30.
Occupation of arbitration board ohalrnan

Tho chi square of 0.241

(Table 28) indicates that for tho data analysed no significant relation
ship at the .01 level existed between the level of eottlonent and tho
occupation of the arbitration board chalraan.

An previously noted in

connection with the analysis for direction of arbitration awards, the

SUMMARY OF CHI SQUABS AND V VALUES FOR THE HSIATIOHSHIP BETWEEN
DIRECTION OF AWARDS AND EACH ONE OF A SET (F OTH JR VARIABL3S*

Variables

Chi Square
Obtained

df

F Value
Obtained

Chi Square
acquired
.01

F Value
Required
.01

Significance
level
.01

1. Occupation of cheirraa

t

*.951

—

6.635

—

H.S.

2. Occupation of teachers* representative

1

0,0008

—

6.635

—

3. Occupation of trustees* representative

2

20.059

—

9.210

—

4. Previous arbitration experience of
ehairaan

1

0.7*6

—

6.635

—

x.s.
s
x.s.

5* Previous arbitration experience of
teachers* representative

1

0.6*7

— —

6.635

— —

s.s.

6. Previous arbitration experience of
trustee a* representative

1

2.289

6.635

— —

1.9.

-

•

7. Muaber of arbitrations per division

1,216

— —

0.520

— —

6.750

N.S.

8. Length of negotiation period

1,216

—

*.6*6

_

6.750

a.s.

9. Length of conciliation period

1,216

—

0.182

- —

6.750

N.S.

10. Total tins for dispute eettlenent

1,216

—

2.8*9

—

6.750

N.S.

11. Sice of the school eyetea

1,216

_

3.65*

—

6.750

N.S.

6.6*7

—

9.210

—

N.S.

12. Party Initiating arbitration

2

13* Initial salary increase proposal

1,216

—

11*195

— —

6.750

S

lb. increase la living costs

1,216

—

19.055

—

6.750

s

15. Bar pupil coat of education paid
b y special levy

1,216

6.750

3

16, Her cent increase in eelary

1,216

6.750

S

aThl» auanary cavers Midi Hypotheses

3

18.219
—

17.51*

(1) to (16) Inclusive.

—
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TABLE 27
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVEL OF
SETTLEMENT AND THE LENGTH OF THE ARBITRATION PERIOD
Source of Variance

Sun of Squares

"Between" groups
•Within* groups
Total

df

F*

Mean Square

1,218.93

1

1,218.93

3.b53

103,bib, ?8

293

352.95

N.3.

10b.633.71

29b

*Vlth df - 1, 293, Mt F m i n t of 6,73 1* required for signifi
cance at tho ,01 l o m l .

position of chairaan had boon hold predominantly by lawyers,

An sxaitln-

atlQB of tho data indioatod that 272 out of tho 295 arbitration oaaoa
warn chairod by Lawyoro.

Of thoao 272 azbitxatieno 119 ondad in unani-

aous awards and 153 la najovity awards.

Tho non professional group was
Three of the farmers and six

coapossd of lb basinsssasn and b T a mers.

of the businassnsn were involved in oases that ended in unsniaoua awards
while one farssr sad sight bualnessosn wars involved in esses that re
sulted la ssjorlty awards,
TABLE 28
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVEL OF SETTLEMENT
AND THE OCCUPATION OF CHAIRMAN

l.
Occupation
of Ghairnan
Professional
Non
Total

z
n
Award*
cKi
Chi '
square _____________ muss.
122 123.006 0,008
155 153.99b 0.006
277

Obs,

9

2XP.

7.99b 0,126

131 131

0.13b

9

10.006 0.101

16b 16b

0.107

0.01b

18

0.227

295

0.2bla

“with df - 1, a chi square value of 6,635 1* required for
significance at the .01 l o m l .
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Occupation of teaohara* repaceatniailva

As shown In Tab la 29 tha

chi square value of 0.018 la wall balov the ,01 level of significance.
It should be noted, also, that In 2*9 out of 295 arbitration cases the
teachers* representative on the arbitration board was a teacher and In
the other

*6

oases the teachers* representative was a lawyer.
TABLE 29

CHI SQUARE POR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVEL OF SETTLEMENT
AND THE OCCUPATION OF TEACHERS' REPRESENTATIVE
=
Occupation
of Teachers*
Representative
lawyer

TJnamiaous
Obs. Sxy.
20

Teaehor
Total

=

=

Chi
square

=

Majority
Exp.
“oK«T

Chi
square

Awards

Chi
square

25*58

0.007

b6

0.015

0.002

26
138

138.*2

0.001

2b9

0.003

0.010

16b

16b

0.008

295

0.0l8a

20,b2

0.008

111 110.50
131 131

*¥lth df » 1 , a chi square value of
significance at the .01 level.

6.635

Peculation of trustees* representative

Is required for

Tha chi square of 3.052

as shown in Table 30 la well below the value of 9*210 required for
significance at tha .01 level.

As tha data lndioats there was no

significant relationship between the level of settlenent and whether
a trustee representative was a farmer, a businessman or a professional.
TABLE 30
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVEL OF SETTLEMENT
AND THE OCCUPATION OF TRUSTEES* REPRESENTATIVE
Occupation
of Trustees*
Representative

W®Malaque
Obs. Exp.

Chi
square

Obs.

Majority
Exp.

chi
square

__ T o m i ______
Awardi1
Chi
square

Farmer
Businessman

37
65

31.529 0.9b9
71.939 0.669

3*
97

39.b71 0.758
90.061 0.535

71
162

1.707
1.20b

Professional

29

27.532 0.078

33

3b.b68 0,063

62

O.lbl

Total

131 131

1.696

16b

16b

1.356

295

3.052*

*With df - 2, a chi square value of 9*210 la required for
significance at the .01 level.
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01“ board

Previous arbitration experience

chairman

The chi square

value of 0,151, as shown in Table 31, Is well below the value of 6,635
required for significance at the ,01 level.

The data indicate that in

233 out of 295 arbitration eases, the board chairman did have previous
experience as as arbitrator.
TAB LB 31
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVEL OF SETTLEMENT
AND THE PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE OF THE CHAIRMAN

Previous
Experience

Wie

SXp#

Chi
equate

Yes

to? 105.69
26
25.31

0.016

151 131

No
Total

Obf#

fixpt

Chi
square

Awards

d»i
square

238
57

0.029

0.068

131 132.31 0.013
33 31.69 0,056

0.086

166 166

295

0.151*

*Vith df • 1 , a chi square value of
significance at the .01 level.

32

chi square analysis outlined is table

0.067

6.635

0.122

it required for

indicates that there was so

significant relationship between the level of settlement and whether
the teachers' representative did or did net have previous arbitration
experience.

The ohl square value of

quired for eignifloanoe at the

.01

0.723

la well below the value re

level.

As in the oaee of the board chalmaa, a large proportion of the
teachers * representatives had previous arbitration sxpsrlence.
cally, in 232 out of

295 arbitrations,

Specifi

the teaohsrs* representative did

have previous experience as an arbitrator.
Previous arbitration experience of trustees* representative

The

analysis of the data indicates that thsre use a significant relationship
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TABLE 32

CHI SQUARE FOE

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVEL OF SETTLEMENT AND THE
PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE OF THE TEACHERS' REPRESENTATIVE
~

S38SSSBSsm m m

=====

---Total
Awards

",===='
Chi
square

Exp.

Chi
square

Yes

106

103.023

0,086

126

128.977 0.068

232

0.15b

NO

25

27.977

0.316

38

35.023 0.253

63

0.569

0,b02

16b

Experience

Total

131

131

“1

Majority
Exp, Chi
square

&s.

Previous

16b

Nfith df • 1 ( a chi square value of
slgnlfloaase at the .01 level.

0.321

6,635

0.723*

295

Is required for

between the level of settlement and whether the school board representa
tive did or did not have previous experience as an arbitrator.
square value of
of

6.635

Table

8.676

as indioated in Table

33

is wall above the value

required for significant* at the ,01 level.

33

The ehi

An examination of

shows that while 111 of the 226 representatives with previous

arbitration experience participated in eases that ended in a unanlaoua
decision, only 20 of the

69

school board representatives with no previ

ous arbitration experience were involved in unsninous decision oases and
the other

69

representatives were involved is aajorlty decision cases,
TABlfi 33

CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVEL OF SETTLEMENT AND THE
PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE OF THE TRUSTEES' REPRESENTATIVE

mmmm
Previous
Experience
Yes
No
Total

Unanimous
5ba^"
BJtp#

'
Chi
square

Obs.

Majority
Exp.
Chi

125.6bl

111

100.359

1,128

115

20

30.6bl

3.695

b9

131

131

b.823

■

I u ^ h h I
AwardsCRi
square

0.901

226

2.029

38.359 2.951

69

6 .61*6

16b 16b

a With df * 1 , a chi square value of
significance si the .01 level.

3,852
295
6.635 1 b required

8.675*
for
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? value

of 1*029

Is well below that required for significance at the ,01 level.

The re

Humber of arbitrations par school division

The

sults of the analysis* as shown in Table 3**, indicate that there was no
significant difference between unanimous and aajority awards in the num
ber of arbitrations per division.

There was a mean of I.M* arbitrations

per division for the oases that ended in unanimous awards and a mean of
2.63 arbitrations per division for cases that resulted In aajority awards.
TABLE y*
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF
SETTLEMENT AND THE NUMBER OF ARBITRATIONS PER DIVISION

source of Varlanoo
•'Between* groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

df

2.79

1

2.79

1.029

79**.75

293

2.71

N.S.

797.5**

29**

*With df • 1, 293* an F value of 6.73 1* required for signifi
cance at the .01 level.

Length cf negotiation period

The analysis of variance fear the

relationship between the level of settleneat and the time ooneumed in
negotiation yielded an F value of 3*012 (Table
required for elgalfleamoe at the .01 level*

35 )

which la below that

The results of the analysis

show that there was no oigaifioant dlfforenoo between unanimous and ma
jority decisions in the number of days used In the negotiation process.
The mean of the number of days utilised in negotiations mas

205.83

days

for the unanimous decision oasoa and 195.2** days for ths majority deci
sion oases.
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TABLB 35
ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OP
SETTLEMENT AND THE TIKE TAKEN FOR NEGOTIATION
Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Su b of Squares

df

Kean Square

1*

8,181.00

1

8,181.00

3.012

795.623.40

293

2,715*44

N.S,

803,804.40

294

*With df • 1, 293, an P value of 6,73 Is required for signifi
cance at the ,01 level.

Length of conciliation period

The P value of 2,083 (Table

36)

la

nail below the P value of 6.73 required for significance at the .01 level,
The analysis, as shown la Table

36,

indicates that there was no signifi

cant difference between unaniaoue and majority awards In the number of
days spent In the conciliation process.

The aean for the number of

days spent in conciliation saa 55*56 for unanimous award oaaaa and 51,41
for majority award oaaaa.
TABUS 36
ANALYSIS OP VARIANCB FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OP
SETTLEMENT AND THE LENGTH OP CONCILIATION PERIOD

Source of Variance
"Between* groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

1 ,263.66

1

177,743.72

293

179,007.38

294

Mean Square

1 ,263.66
606.63

y*
2.083
N.S.

& With df - 1, 293, an P value of 6,73 la required for significance
at the .01 level.

Total t i t for dispute settleaent

As In the preceding analysis

of relationships involving tins taken in conflict resolution, the rela
tionship between the level of settlesent and the total nusber of days
o(moused in the settleaent of salary disputes was not significant.
The F value of 0.07k (Table
ficance at the .01 level.

J7)

is well below that required for signi

Thus there was no significant difference

between the unanlnous and aajority awards in the total nusber of days
utilised la salary dispute resolution.

The scan nusber of days util

ised in dispute settleaent was 300,66 days for unanlnous decision
eases and

302,33

days for Majority decision oases.
TABLE 37

ASALY3IS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF
SETTLEMENT AND THE TOTAL TIMS TAKEN FOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

Souroe of Varlanoo
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sua of Squares

df

Mean Square

F*

205.09

1

205.09

0.07*

803,286.20

293

2,7*0.89

N.S.

803,*91.29

29*

N i t h df - 1, 293, an F value of 6.73 1* required for slgalfieanoe at the ,01 level.

Slse of the eohool systea

The analysis of varlanoo yielded an

F value of 1.668 which is lose then that required for significance at
the ,01 level.

(Table 38)

This indicates that there was no signifi

cance in the relationship between the unanlnous and the aajority awsrds in the nusber of teachers represented in the salary disputes.
The sean nusber of teachers represented was 168,53 for the unanlnous
deelsion oases and 186,62 for the aajority decision oases.
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TABLE 38

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF
SETTLEMENT AND THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM
Source ef Variance
"Between" groups
"Within* groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Mean Square

F*

23,842.20

1

23,892.20

1.668

4,185,679.00

293

19,285.59

N.3.

4,209,521.20

294

*Wlth df - 1, 293# An
oaaaa at the #01 level.

F

valve of 6.73 la requited for algnifi-

Party Initiating arbitration

The ohl square value of 13.817

(Table 39} is beyond that required for algnifioanoe at the .01 level.
Accordingly# there was a significant difference between tie tananlaoua
and Minority awards In the party who began the arbitration process.
Thua, In 67 out of 131 cases of unaninous awards tie teaohers Initia
ted the arbitration process.

Slnllarly la 80 out of 169 oases of

aajority awards tie trustees began tie arbitrations.

Further wore, of

116 arbitrations Initiated by teachers, 67 ended In a unaninous deci
sion and 99 in a majority d eclaim.

This should be compared with the

129 trustee-initiated arbitrations of which 94 resulted in unanimous
decision awards and 80 In majority decision awards.
Initial salary increase proposal

Just as there was a signifi

cant differs now between the direction of awards and the initial pro
posal# there was also a significant difference between the level of
eettleaent and the Initial proposal (Table 90).

The F value of 30.829

la none than that required for significance at the .01 level.

Thus#

there was a significant difference between the unaninous and aajority
awards in the teacher-board differential la the initial per cent of
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TABLE 39
CHI SQUARE FOR THE HSUTIONSHIP BETWEEN LSV3L OF SETTLEMENT
AND PARTY INITIATING ARBITRATION PROCESSINGS

Initiators

Obs,

Teachers

67

Trustees

bb

51.512

55.06b
20 2b.42b

Minister of
Education
Total

'Jnanlaous
Exp,
Chi
square

131 131

dk»s.

_
Total
fta.farltr
Exp.
Chi Awards
Chl
SQUATS
•guars

b .656

*9

6b.b68

3.719

2.223

80

68.936

1.775

116
12b

0.801

35

30.576

0.640

55

7.680

16b

16b

6.13b

8.375
3.998
l.bbl

295 13 .81b*

N l t h df - 2, a ohi square valua of 9.210 la roqulrad for
significance at the ,01 level.

salary lnoraaaa proposals.

Tbs asaa dlffsrsnos between par cant of

salary lncrsaas Initially propoasd by toaohsra and that proposed by
trustees was 5,98 par cant for unanlnoua decision awards and 7.13
par oaat for majority dsolalon awards.
TABLE b0
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF
SETTLEMENT AND THE INITIAL S A U R Y INCREASE PROPOSAL

Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Naan Square

F*
30.829

95.57

1

95.57

908.79

293

3.10

l,00b .36

29b

3

a With df - 1, 293# an F wains of 6.73 1* roqulrad for slgnlfi
oanco at the .01 lawal.

Cost of living Increase

The F value of b,125 Is lass than the

6.73 required for significance at the .01 level (Table hi).

Thus,

M a r s aae no significant difference between the unanimous and majority
awards la the per cent Increase In cost of living.

The asaa for the
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per cant increase in ooat of living
ward eaaaa and

3.26

k m

3,38 par cant for unaniaous a-

par oant for sajority award oaaaa,
TABLE 41

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF
SETTLEMENT AND THE PER CENT INCREASE IN LIVING COSTS

Source of Variance

df

Sun of Squares

"Between” groups
"Within" groups
Total

Kean Square

F*

1.023

1

1.023

4.125

72.719

293

0.248

N.S,

73.742

294

*Vith df - 1, 293, tn F value of 6,73 In required for signlfleanoa at tha .01 level.

Par pupil ooat paid br special levy

Aa waa tha oaaa with tha

direction of awards, there waa a algnifieaat relationship between tha
level of aettlesent and tha par pupil ooat paid b p special tax levy.
Tha analysis of variance yielded aa F value of 15,863 as indicated in
Tibia 42.

This F value is well beyond that required for significance

at the .01 level,

tha naan for tha par pupil ooat of education paid by

special tax levy was $159*8? for uaanlaous award oases and $193*85 for
eases of Majority awards.

Accordingly, there was a significant differ

ence between tha uaanlaous and sajority awards in the aaount paid out
of local taxes to support the education being provided.
Par oant Increase in salary

Tha analysis of variance aa table 43

shows, yielded an F value of 33*119 which la wall beyond that required
for significance at the *01 level.

This indicates that there waa a

significant difference between the unanimous and sajority awards in the
per cent of salary increase,

the naan for the per oant increase in sal

ary was 3*30 per oant far unaniaoua award eases and 4.08 per cent for
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TABLE *2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF
SETTLEKENT AND THE PER PUPIL COST PAID BY SPECIAL LEVY
Source of Vsrlaaoo

Sun of Squares

"Between” groups
"Within" groups
Total

df

Mesa Square

84,106.11

1

84,106.11

1.553,457.30

293

5,301.90

1.637,563.41

294

F*
14.313

s

*Wlth df • 1, 293. an F value of 6.73 la required for slgnifleanoe
at tho .01 level.

aajorlty awards.
TABLE *3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF
SETTLEMENT AND THE PER CENT INCREASE IN SALARY

Source of Varianoe
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Mean Square

F*
33.119

*4.38

1

*4,38

393.58

293

1.3*

437.96

294

s

*Wlth df • 1, 293. an F value of 6,73 la required for significant*
a t tho .01 level.

Table ** presents a stannary of tho chi square and analysis of
variance findings for the relationship between the level of settle*
went and each one of s set of other variables.

Helajlonship between tie length of the arbitration period
and each of a set of variables
For purposes of analysis the arbitration period was divided into two
tine classifications.

The tern "Below the Mean" wae used to refer to

thoao porlode in which the nueiber of days need in arbitration proceedings

SUMMARY OP CHI SQJIAHB AND P VALUES FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
LEVEL OP SETTLEMENT AND EACH OHS OF A SET OF OTHER VARIABLES*

Variables

df

Chi .iquare
Obtained

F Value
Obtained

Chi Square
Required

P Value
Required

.01

.01

1. Occupation of chairaan

1

0.2bl

—

6.635

—

H.S

2. Occupation of teachers* representative

1

0.018

—

6.635

—

H.S

3. Occupation of trustees * representative

2

3.052

—

9.210

—

M.S.

b. Previous arbitration experience of
chairaan

1

0.151

—

6.635

-—

H.S:

5. Previous arbitration experts nee of

1

0.723

—

6.635

—

H.S

1

8.675

—

6.635

—

S

1.029

—

6.73

M.S

—

6.73

M.S

6.73

H.S

teachers* representative
6. Previous arbitration experience of
trustees* representative
7. Nusber of arbitrations per division

1*293

8. Length of negotiation period

1*293

—

3.012

9* Length of conciliation period

1,293

—

2.083

10. Total tins fear dispute eettlesent

1*293

—

0.07b

—

6.73

M.S

11. Siss of tbs school system

1*293

— —

1.668

—

6.73

M.S,

—

9.210

—

3

-—

6.73

S

12. Party Initiating arbitration

2

13.81b

13. Initial salary increase proposal

1*293

—

30.829

lb. Increase in living costs

1*293

—

b.125

—

6.73

M.S,

15. Per pupil cost paid by special levy

1*293

—

lb. 313

—

6.73

S

16. Bsr cent increase In salary

1*293

—

33.119

— —

6.73

s

-

*Thia s u n a r y covers Hull Hypothesis 5 (1) to (16) inclusive

3
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was 1ms than

38.06

days which was the scan for all arbitration periods.

The tors "Above the Mean” was used In rsfsrsnes to all arbitxation peri
ods in whioh sox* than

38,0b

days wore required for dispute resolution*

Occupation of arbitration board o h a i r m n
yielded a ohi square value of

0.10?

significant relationship at the

*01

The analysis (Tabls

65)

which indicated that there was no
level between the length of the

arbitration period and the occupation of the arbitration board chairaan.
As previously noted, lawyers served as chalrasn in 272 out of the 295
arbitration oases.
TABLS

65

CHI SQUARE FOB THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
FSRIOD OF ARBITRATION AMD OCCUPATION OF CHAIRMAN

iT> m

Total
?n c T n B B ____Above the Mean___
Chi
Exp,
Cbs.
Exp.
Chi
Awards Chi
square
equate
square

Oooupation
of Chairaan

Cbs.

Professional

176

176.651

0.002

103

102.369

Non
Professional

12

11.3*9

0.037

6

6.651

0.039

109

Total

186

186

109

0.006
0.066

277

0.068

295

0.006
18 0,101
0.107*

a Vlth df » 1, a ohi square value of 6*635 1* required for
significance at the .01 level.

Oooupation of the teachers * representative
data as presented in Tsble

66

An analysis of the

reveals that there was no significant

relationship between the occupation of the teachers* representative
and the length of the arbitration period*

0*109

The ohi square value of

is well below that required for significance at the

An examination of the ohi square cells shown in Table

66

*01

level.

indicates

that none ef the relationships were statistically significant.
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TABLE *6
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF PERIOD OF
ARBITRATION AND OCCUPATION OF TEACHERS* REPRESENTATIVE

Occupation
____ _13 0 5 X 5
Exp,
Chi Cba.
of Teachers*
An,
Rssesasntatlva______
______ n g * » _____
Lawyer

28

29.00* 0.03*

Teacher

158

156.996 0,006

Total

186

186

Sxp.

Awards

91

16.996 0.059

*6 0.093

92.00* 0.010

2*9 0.0 16

109

*with df - 1, a chi square salsa of
significance at the ,01 level.

^i r
aaaa

. m a .

IS

0.0*0 109

ORi

6,635

Occupation of the trustees* repressntatlve

O.O 69

295 0.109*

is required for

It was found that

thsr* was no significant relationship between the length of the arbi
tration period and the occupation of the school-board representative.
The chi square of 1,189 (Table *7) indicates that there existed no
significant relationship at the .01 level.
TABLE *7
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF PERIOD OF
ARBITRATION AND OCCUPATION OF TRUSTEES* REPRESENTATIVE

Occupation
of Trustees'
Representative
Parser

*i

Businseaaan
Professional
Total

a
10*
*1
186

J T

square

J S

**.766 0.316
102.1*2 0.033

30

39.092 0.093

21

186

58

0.**2 109

t J S a-

0.5*0
59.858 0.0h9
22.908 0.158
26.23*

109

sousrs

square

9.7*7

71

162
62
295

0.856
0,082
0.251
1.189*

*With df - 2, a chi square value of 9.210 is required for signi
ficance at the .01 level.

Previous arbitration experience of the chair s ^ , t e e c h m * _ r i g e eentetlve. and trustees* representative

Tha chi square analyses shown
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in Tables 43, 49, and 50 indicate that chi square values for the relationship between the length of the arbitration period and the previous
arbitration experience of the board chairman, the teachers* representative,
and the trustees* representative are 0.079,

0,255,

and

0.502

respectively,

la each case the chi equaxe value is sell below that required for signi
ficance at the ,01 level.

The analysis of the data, therefore, reveals

that there was no significant relationship between the number of days
spent in arbitration and whether any or all of the arbitration board
members did or did not have previous arbitration experience.
TABLE 48
CHI SQUARE TOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF PERIOD OP
ARBITRATION AND PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE OP THE CHAIRMAN

Previous
Experience

Beiow the Kean___
Above the Kean
Oba.
Exp.
Chi
Obs.
Exp,
Chi
square
equaxe

Tea

151

150.062 0.005

87

87.938 0.009

238

0,014

35

35.938 0.024

22

21.062 0.041

37

0.065

NO
Total

186

186

0.029

109

109

0.050

Total
Awards
Chi
equaxe

295

0,079*

*Nith df - 1, a chi square value of 6,635 is required for
significance at the ,01 level.

TABLE 49
CHI SQUARE PQR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OP PERIOD
OP ARBITRATION AND PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE
OP THE TEACHERS* REPRESENTATIVE

Previous
Experience
Yea
NO

Total

Botov the Mean
Obs.
Exp.
Chi
•auere

, Above the Kean
Olis#
Sxpe
Chi
square

148

146.277 0.020

84

85.723 0.034

38

39.723 0.074

25

23.277 0.127

186

186

0.094

109

109

0.161

Total ...
Awards < M
square
232

0.054

63 0.201
295

0.255*

N l t h df • 1 , a chi square value of 6,6 35 is required for sig
nificance at the ,0 1 level.
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TABLE 50
CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF PERIOD
OF ARBITRATION AND PREVIOUS ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE
OF THE TRUSTEES* REPRESENTATIVE
Below the Bean
Experience

Ob*.

Sxp,

Chi

Above the Mean
Cbs.

Sxp.

mmn

" ~ » g ...

Chi
•soar*

Awards Chi
square

Yes

1*0

1*2.*9* 0,0*3

86

83.506 0.0?*

226 0.117

No

*6

*3.506 0.1*2

23

25.69* 0.2*3

69 0.385

186

Total

186

0,185

109

*Vlth df • 1, a chi square value
significance at the .01 level.

109

of

295

0.317

6,635 la required

Nngber of arbitration* per school division

0.502*

tax

A* Indicated In

Table 51* the 7 value of 3.861 la leea than that required far signi
ficance at the ,01 level.

Accordingly these wae no significant dif

ference between the "above the aean" and the "below the aeaa" tin*
classification in the a m b e r of arbitrations per division.
for the length of the arbitration period was 38. Oh days.

The m a n
The m a n num

ber of arbitrations per division for the "below the m a n " arbitration
period was 2.*1 and the m a n number of arbitrations per division for
the "above the seen" arbitration period was 2,07*
TABLE 51
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND NUKBER OF ARBITRATIONS PER DIVISION

Source of Variance
"Between" groupe
"Within groupe
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Mean Square

F*

8.3*

1

8.3*

3.861

635.73

293

2.16

N.S,

6**. 07

29*

•With df « 1, 293* «a F vales of 6,73 1« required for slgnifioancs at the .0 1 level.

8b

total tln> for dispute settle went

Tho analysis of data zsvsalsd that

ths F valuta for ths relationship between the length of the arbitration
period and the nuaiber of days taken In negotiation, the number of days
consumed in conciliation, and the total tins taken for dispute settlesent sere 1,010, 2,13b, and 0.173, respectively,
5b)

(Tables 52, 53, and

in all three analyses the F value was sell below the value required

for significance at the .01 level.

This Indicates that there was no sig

nificant difference between the "below the aean" and the "above the naan"
arbitration tins classifications In the number of days used for negotia
tion, for conciliation, and In the total tine used in dispute resolution.
TABLE 52
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND THE LENGTH OF THE NEGOTIATION PERIOD

Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Mean Square

2,756.30

1

2.756.30

1.010

799.271.30

293

2,727.80

N.S.

802,027.60

29b

aWith df - 1, 293* an F value of 6.73 1* required for signifi
cance at the ,01 level.
TABLE 53
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND THE LENGTH OF THE CONCILIATION PERIOD

Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sum of Squares

df

Keen Squexe

Fi

i,bb2.lb

1

I,bb2.lb

2.130

197,957.2b

293

675.62

N.S.

199,399.38

29b

*with df • 1, 293* *« F value of 6.73 la required for signifi
cance at the ,01 level.

TABU 5k
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND THE TOTAL TINS FOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

Source of Variance

Total

Mean Square

F*

474.80

1

474.80

0.173

802,811.40

293

2.739.90

N .s .

803,286.20

294

"Between" groups
"Within* groups

df

Sun of Squares

*With df - 1, 293# An F value of 6.73 la required for signifi
cance at the .01 level.

Slee of the school system

The analysis of variance (Table 55)

shows an 7 value of 6.443 which Is below that required at the .01 level
This indicates that there was no significant difference between the "be
low the seen" and the "above the assn" arbitration tine classifications
in the mother of teachers represented la the salary disputes.
TABLE 55
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND SIZE OF SCHOOL SYSTEM

Source of Variance
"Between” groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Moan Square

F*

105#683.00

1

105,683.00

6.443

4,805,504.40

293

16,401.03

N.S.

4,911,187.40

294

a Wlth df • i, 293# An F value of 6.73 la required for signifi
cance at the .01 level.

Party initiating arbitration
analysis shown in Table

56

The findings of the chi square

indicates that there was no significant

relationship between the length of the arbitration period and whether
arbitration was initiated by teachers, trustees or b y the Minister of
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Education.

The chi square value of 2.320 is below that required for

significance at the ,01 level.
TABLE

56

CHI SQUARE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF PERIOD
OF ARBITRATION AND THE PARTI INITIATING ARBITRATION

Initiators

Below the Mean
Obs.
Exp.
Chi

Above the Mean
Exp.
Chi
tSsT
fduars

Total
Awards
Chi
square

Teachers

70

73.138 0.134

46

42.862 0.229

116

0.363

Trustees

84

78.184 0.439

40

45.816 0.738

124

1.177

Minister of
Education

32

34,678

0.206

23

20.322 0.574

55

0.780

0.779

109

Total

186

186

109

a Vith df » 2 , a chi square value of
significance at the .01 level.

Initial salary lnoreaao xaroeoeala

1.541

9*210

295

2.32<f

ie required for

The analysis of variance

findings presented in Table 57 show an F value of 13.302 which is more
than that required for aignificanoe at the .01 level.

Accordingly,

there were significant differences between the two arbitration tine
classifications and the teacher-school board differential in the ini
tial per cent of salary increase proposals.

The sean for the differ

ence between teacher-school board initial proposals was

6.33

par cent

increase for disputes resolved within the "below the m a n " period of
arbitration, and a

7*11

per oent Increase for disputes that wars settled

during the "above the m a n " arbitration period.
Cost of living i n o r e a m

The F value of O .865 (Table

below that required for significance at the .01 level.

58)

is well

This indicates

that there were no significant d ifferenma between the two arbitration
tins classifications in por oent increase in the cost of living.

The
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TABUS 57
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCES FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND THE INITIAL SALARY INCREASE PROPOSAL

Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" Groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Mean Square

F*
13.302

*1.37

1

bi.37

913.99

293

3.11

955.36

29b

S

*¥ith df - 1, 293. an F value of 6.73 la required for sign!fieanoe at the .01 level.

The seen for the per oent increase in living costs prevalent at the tine
salary disputes wsre settled was 3.11 per oent increase for disputes resolved with the "below the seen" arbitration tiae elasifloation and 3*20
par oent increase for disputes resolved during the "above the assn" arb iteration period.
TABLE 58
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND THE PER CENT INCREASE IN LIVING COSTS

Source of Variance
"Between" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

0.610

1

206.790

293

207.bOO

29b

Mean Square

0.610
0.705

F*
O .865
N.S.

*tfith df - 1, 293, an F value of 6.73 la required for signifi
cance at tho .01 level.

For pupil coot of education paid by special levy

Analysis of ths

data indicated that thsxs sas a significant relationship between ths
length of the arbitration period and the per pupil cost of education
paid out of funds Obtained through a special tax levy.

The analysis of
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varlanoe finding* (Table

59)

show a n F value of 1A.370 which la well be

yond the 6,73 required for significance at the ,01 level.

Accordingly,

there wae a significant difference between the two arbitration tine classi
fications in the per pupil costs paid by special levy.

The naan for the

per pupil cost paid out of local taxes wae $166.^3 fear disputes settled
with the "below the scan" arbitration tine classification, and $199*80
for disputes settled during the "above the m a n " arbitration period,
TABLE 59
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND PER PUPIL COST PAID BY SPECIAL LEVY

Source of Variance
"Betm e n * groups
"Within" groups
Total

Sun of Squares

df

Kean Square

76,562,80

1

76,562.80

1 ,561,000.60

293

5.327*60

1.637,5$3.*0

29*

F*
1^.370
S

a with df • 1, 293, an F value of 6,73 ie required for signifi
cance at the .01 level.

Per cent increase In salary

The F value of 0,002 (Table 60)

is m i l below that required for significance at the

,01

level.

It

follows, therefore, that there was no significant difference between
the two arbitration t l m classifications in the per cent increase in
salaries.

The a v e n g e increase for disputes settled in the "below

the m e n " tine classification was

2,79

per cent end for thorn settled

during the "above the seen" arbitration t l m classification the aver
age increase was 3,7* pur cent.
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TABU 60

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LENGTH OF
PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND THE PER CENT OF SALARY INCREASE
Source of Variance
"Bstsssn" groups
"Within" groups
Total

Su b of Squares

df

Mean Square

0.003

1

0.003

0.002

*38.731

293

l.*97

N.S.

*38.73*

29*

*Vlth 4f - 1, 293i an F value of 6,73 1* required for eignifioaneo at tho ,01 level.

Tab la 61 present* a suas&ry of tho chi square and analysis of

variance findings bstsssn the length of the arbitration period and
each of a set of other variables.

SUMMARY OF CHI SQUARE AND F VALUES FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LENGTH
OF PERIOD OF ARBITRATION AND EACH OF A SET OF OTHER VARIABLES*

Variables

Chi Square T 1 3 S "
Obtained
obtained

df

Chi Square
Required
.01

F Value
Required
.01

Level
.01

1. Occupation of chairman

1

0.107

—

6.635

—

N.S.

2. Occupation of teachers* representative

1

0.109

—

6.635

—

a.s.

3. Occupation of trustees' representative

2

1.189

—

9.210

—

N.S.

*. Previous arbitration experience of
chalrsan

1

0.079

— —

6.635

5. Previous arbitration experience of
teachers' representative

1

0.255

— —

6.635

— —

N.S.

6. previous arbitration experience of
trustees* representative

1

0.502

— —

6.635

—

N.S.

—

6.73

N.3.

6.73

N.S.

N.S.

7. Number of arbitrations par division

1,293

—

3.861

8. length of negotiation period

1,293

—

1.010

9. Length of conciliation period

1,293

—

2.13*

—

6.73

N.S.

10. Total tine for dispute settlement

1,293

—

0.173

—

6.73

N.S.

11. Sise of school syetsa

1,293

—

6.**3

—

6.73

N.S.

2.320

—

9.210

—

N.S.

12. Party initiating arbitration

2

13. Initial salary increase proposal

1,293

—

13.302

—

6.73

S

1*. Increase in living costs

1,293

—

0.865

—

6.73

N.S.

15. Per pupil cost paid b y special levy

1.293

—

1*.370

-—

6.73

S

16. Par east increase in salary

1,293

—

0.002

—

6.73

aThis sunsary oovtrs Null Hypotheses

6

(1) to (16) inclusive.

N.S.

c h a p t e r fo u r

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Purpose and Procedure

Tha study sms o o n o s m s d with (a) an analysis of sons factors
that affset arbitration awards in ths asttlsnsnt of salary disputes
in Manitoba, and (b) a comparison of arbitration awards and settle
ments made by negotiation or conciliation.
Ths first part of this study compared ths psr osnt increase in
salary gained by tsaohsrs through arbitration with that gained through
conciliation and negotiation, and determined ths relationship between
the gains made through arbitration and each of a selected set of vari
ables.
lbs study also tested the following null hypotheoosi
1. There is no significant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awards and ths length of ths period of arbitration,
2. There is no significant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awards and the level of aottlonont.
3. There is no significant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awards and each of a selected number of other variables.
b, There is no significant relationship between the level of
settleaent and the length of the period of arbitration.
5* There is no significant relationship between the level of
settlement and each of a selected number of other variables
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6.

There la no significant relationship between the length

of

the

period of arbitration and other selected independent variables*
The data sere collected from the records available in the files of
the Department of Education, of the Manitoba Teachers* Society, and of
the Manitoba Association of School Trustees,

Information vac obtained

also from the official reports, newsletters and periodioals issued by
the organisations indicated above,
A study was aads of all
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oases of the arbitration of teacher-

school board salary disputes that occurred during the years from 1957
to 1972, inclusive.

This Involved all school divisions and most school

districts in Manitoba during this ptriod.

Sobs

districts were not in

cluded In the study because they never resorted to the use of arbitra
tion as a method of salary dispute resolution, or because the needed
information concerning then was not available.
this analysis utilised oertaln information on
were settled by negotiation and

3*2

Far comparative
832

purposes,

salary disputes that

that were resolved by conciliation.

The information used was restricted to* (1) the per osnt of salary in
creases resulting

from, each

settlement, (2 ) the initial salary Increase

proposals aads b y the parties to sash salary dispute, and (3 ) the date
of dispute settlement.

The number of eases was limited to that indicated

above because the information was incomplete on all other settlements.
In conducting the study, each arbitration award was analysed on
the basis of the salary inozeass awarded as compared to the difference
between the Initial salary increase proposal made b y the trustees and
that aads b y the teachers.

On tits basis of this analysis each sward

was sssssasd as either favoring the teachers, the trustees, cur as being
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* compromise,

The award* were classified also as either "unanimous*'

board decision awards or "mjority" board decision awards t dspsndlng
on whether all nsaibsrs of the board were in agreement on the award or
whether there was one dissenting msmbsr.

The nambers of boards of ar

bitration were classified according to occupation, according to whether
they were teacher or trustee nominated, and according to whether or not
they had previous arbitration experience,

Chi square analysis and ana

lysis of variance constituted the statistical techniques used in the
treatment of the data,

3flBB3^J2g&ag.
The first part of the study dealt with the increases in teachers*
salaries resulting from arbitration settlements.

Tbs second pert dealt

with the variables covered b y the six null hypotheses relative to arbi
tration awards.

After analysis of the data, the summary of findings was

prosontod.

Arbitrated, negotiated and conciliated settlements
Analysis of vsrisnos indicatsd that there were no significant
differences, in the per cent increase in salary, among arbitrated,
prior negotiated sad prior conciliated settlements, in any year of
the period 1956-57 to 1971-72 inclusive.

Similarly, according to

ths analysis of v&rlanee involving all disputes irrespective of any
priority in tins of settle sent, there were no significant differences
among arbitrations, conciliations, and negotiations in ths par cent of
salary increases,
The results of the study indicated that the nean annual per cent

9*
increase In salaries resulting fro* arbitrations during the years
66 to

1969-70

1965-

Inclusive, was consistently lower than the increase re

sulting fro* either negotiation or conciliation during the sane period.
It should be noted, however, that the nu*ber of arbitrations was com
paratively saall during these y e a n .

According to the official reports

of both the MTS and the FAST, this was attributable to the preoccupation
of both organisations with their efforts to proaote the creation of the
Single District or Unitary Divisions,
During the period fro*

1965

to I960, the widespread discussion*

asong provincial governaent, MTS and MAST officials, concerning Modi
fications In financial assistance to Secondary School Divisions and
proposed Unitary Divisions, created a ellaate conducive to salary
increase concessions during negotiations.

During the two years 1*-

asdiately following ths legislation passed In 1967, aany divisions
voted for unification and new school boards were elected.

This situ

ation *ade It easier for teachers to gain satisfactory salary increases
through negotiation, and as a result, few divisions resorted to arbi
tration,

As the data Indicated, the number of arbitration eases In

creased fro* 9 to 26 during these two years.

During 1970-71, the

proportion of disputes resolved b y arbitration was higher than that
of any other year during the period

00vexed

by this study.

P between arbitrated salary Increases and each
of a as

ted set of variables

Analysis of the data indicated that there existed a significant
relationship between the gains aade through arbitration and the party
initiating the arbitration, aa well as between gains aade through
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arbitration and the difference between the initial proposals for salary
increases made b y the disputing parties.
An analysis of the data indicated also that there was a statistic
ally significant relationship well beyond the ,01 level between the per
cent increase in salary and (a) per cent increase in oost of living, and
(b) the per pupil cost of education paid out of funds raised by a special
tax levy.
The study did not reveal a significant relationship between sal
ary increases gained through arbitration and each of the following
variablesi (a) the else of the school systen, (b) tine spent in nego
tiation, conciliation, or arbitration, (e) total tine spent in dis
pute resolution, and (d) the nuaber of arbitrations per division.
The analysis of the data revealed that, except for two variables,
there was no statistically significant relationship between arbitration
awards and variables (1) to (11) inclusive, as listed in Table 7 (p. 53).
The two exoeptions included the occupation and the previous arbitration
experience of the trustee representative on the arbitration boards,

Hull Hypotheses - Suaaary of Findings

Null Hypothesis 1
There is no significant relationship between the direction of
awards and the length of the period of arbitration
This study revealed no statistically significant difference
between the teacher and trustee awards in the nuaber of daye spent
in arbitration.

The null hypothesis, therefore, was accepted.
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awards sad ths level of asttlasent
Results of ths chi square analysis iadieatod that there was
a significant relationship between the direction of awards and the
level of settle sent.

Proportionately, there was a larger masher

of unanisous trustee awards than there were unanisous teacher awards.

Hull Hypothesis 3
There is no significant relationship between the direction of
arbitration awards and each of a selected nuwbsr of other variables
Sach of sixteen variables was covered as a aub hypothesis to
Hell Hypothesis 3»
Ho significant relationship was found to exist between the
direction of awards and either the occupation of the axbltxatlon
board ehalraan or the occupation of the teachers* representative.
The parte of Hull Hypothesis 3 covering variables (1) and (2),
therefore, were accepted.
A significant relationship did exist, however, between the
direction of awards and the occupation of the trustee representative.
The part of Hull Hypothesis 3 covering variable (3) was not supported
b y the findings.

It should be noted that the teachers* representatives

were predominantly teachers, and the board chairwen were predominantly
lawyers, while the trustees' re presentstlvss were selected from among
farcers, businessmen, doctors, snd lawyers.

The trustees* nominees,

therefore, were not selected so predominantly Aron any one occupational
field an was the ease with the teachers' representatives or ths chair-
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ara.

The data lndioated that of all the arbitration eases that yielded

trustee awards, approxinately half had a farmer, about one third had
a businessman and about one sixth had a professional (doctor or lawyer)
as the trustees* representative mi the arbitration board,

Cf approxi

mately four-fifths of the arbitrations that resulted in teacher awards,
about three fifths had a businessman, and one-fifth had a professional
as the trustees* representative.
Analysis of the data indicated that there was no statistically
significant relationship between the direction of awards and each
of the followings (a) previous arbitration experience of (i) the
ohairsan, (11) the teachers* representative, or (ill) the trustees*
representative! (b) the number of arbitrations per school divisions
(e) the length of the negotiation period or the conciliation periods
(d) the total tine taken in dispute settlements (e) the sise of the
school system (number of teachers represented in a dispute)! and
(f) the party initiating arbitration proceedings.

Thus, the parte of

Hull Hypothesis 3 covering variables (b) to (12), inclusive, were ac
cepted.
Null Hypothesis 3 (13) Indicated no significant relationship
between the direction of awards and the Initial proposals of the
disputing parties.
Hypothesis 3*

The findings did not support this part of Null

There was a significant difference between the aeans

of the teacher award and the trustee award distributions.
Null Hypothesis 3 (lb), which states that there is no signifi
cant relationship between the direction of awards and the increase in
living costs, was rejected.

The findings Indicated that there was a
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significant difference between the teacher and trustee awards in the per
oent increase in cost of living.

The analysis of the data Indicated that

at tines when the living cost increases were extensive the number of ar
bitrations resulting in trustee awards was comparatively greater than the
number ending in teacher awards.

Conversely, at tines when the living

cost increases were less extensive, the number of arbitrations yielding
teacher awards was greater than that resulting in trustee awards.

This

variable provided teachers and school boards with a basis for anticipa
ting the direction of awards.
Mull Hypothesis

3

(15) statss that thsrs is no significant rela

tionship between the direction of awards and the par pupil oost of
education paid by special tax levy.
was rejected.

This part of Mull Hypothesis 3

The analysis of the data indicated that there wae a

significant difference between teacher and trustee awards in the per
pupil coat paid out of funds raised by special tax levy.
Null Hypothesis 3 (16) states that there is no significant rela
tionship between the direction of awards and the per oent increase in
teachers' salaries.

The findings of the study Indicated that there

was a significant relationship, so this part of Mull Hypothesis 3
was rejected.

Mull Hypothesis »
There is no significant relationship between the level of aettlensnt and the length of tee period of arbitration.
The analysis of the data indicated no significant relationship,
so the null hypothesis was accepted.

There was no significant differ-
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once b « t m n th* unanimous and asJority award* in the nuwber of day*
utilised in arbitration proceedings.

Hall Hypothesis S
Thara la no significant relationship between tha level of aattlawant and aaeh of a aalactad number of othar variables.
Each of tha sixtaan aalactad variablaa waa covarad as a sub-hypotha ais.
Thasa variablaa have baan diaeuaaad in tha order in which they war* listed
in Tttbla 7 (p. 53)*
Tha analysis of tha data indicated that no significant relationship
existed batwaan tha level of aattlaaant and (a) tha occupation of tha chairnan, (b) tha occupation of tha taaehars* representative, (o) tha occupation
of tha trust***' representative, (d) the previous arbitration experience of
tha ohairaan, and (a) tha previous arbitration experience of tha taaehars*
representative.

Thus tha parts of Null Hypothesis 5 covering variables (1)

to (5), inclusive, ware accepted.
Null Hypothesis 5 (6) states that thara is no significant relation
ship batwaan tha level of settlesent and the previous arbitration experi
ence of the tarustaes* representative.

The analysis of th* data indicated

that there was a significant relationship, so this part of Null Hypothesis
5 was rejected.
The analysis of the data indicated that there was no significant
relationship between the level of settle sent sad each of the following
variablesi (a) th* nuaber of arbitrations par divisioni (b) the length
of the negotiation periodi (e) the length of the conciliation period;
(d) the total tins taken in dispute resolution; and (a) tha also of th*
school spates.

The

T

value for each of the comparisons was below that
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required for significance,

Tho parts of Null Hypothesis

5

covering

variables (7) to (11) vara accepted on the basis of the analysis of
variance.
Null Hypothesis 5 (12) states that there is no significant re
lationship between the level of eettlenent and the party Initiating
arbitration.

The chi square analysis indicated significance well

beyond the .01 level.

Therefore, this part of Null Hypothesis

5

was

rejected.
Null Hypothesis 5 (13) states that there is no significant re
lationship between the level of aettleaent and the Initial salary
inorease proposal.

The analysis of variance findings indicated a

significant difference at the ,01 level.

The part of Null Hypo

thesis 5 covering variable (13), therefore, was rejected.

There

was a significant difference between the level of settlesent and
the initial proposal, just as thsre was between the direction of
awards and the initial proposal.
Null Hypothesis

5

(lb) states that there is no significant re

lationship between the level of settlesent and the cost of living.
The analyels of variance findings supported this part of Null Hypo
thesis 5*
Null Hypothesis 3 (15) states that there is no significant re
lationship between the level of eettlenent end the per pupil coat of
education paid out of funds raised by special tax levy.

The analy

sis of variance yielded an F value well beyond that required for
significance at the .01 level.
sis

5

Accordingly, the part of Null Hypothe

covering variable (15 ) ess rejected.
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Null Hypothesis 5 (16) states that there is no significant re
lationship between the level of settlement and the per cent of salary
inereaas.

5

On the basis of the findings, this part of Null Hypothesis

ess rejected.

Null Hypothesis

6

aesiJft,, no

significant relationship between the length of the

period of arbitration and other selected independent variables.
There was no elgnlfleant relationship between the length of the
period of arbitration and each of the variables (1) to (12), inclusive.
Therefore, the peris of Null Hypothesis 6 covering variables (1) to (12)
were retained.
Null Hypothesis 6 (13) states that there is no significant rela
tionship between the length of the arbitration period and the initial
proposals of the disputing parties.

The P value obtained by the ana

lysis of variance was beyond that required for significance at the ,01
level.

Thus, the part of Null Hypothesis 6 covering variable (13) **as

rejected.
The seen for the difference between the teachers* initial pro
posals and the trustees* initial proposals was significantly less for
disputes resolved within the "below the seen" arbitration tine than it
was for disputes resolved during the "above the assn" arbitration tine.

An exaalnatlon

of the data revealed that the greater differences be

tween the initial proposals of the disputing parties tended to corres
pond with the longer periods of arbitration, and the snaller differences
between the initial proposals tended to correspond with the shorter periods
of arbitration.
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Hull Hypothesis 6 (14) states that thsxs Is no significant rela
tionship between the length of the arbitration period and the cost of
living Increase.
vel,

There was no significant relationship at the ,01 le

This part of Null Hypothesis 6, therefore, was accepted.
Null Hypothesis 6 (15) states that there Is no significant rela

tionship between the length of the period of arbitration and the per
pupil cost paid out of funds obtained through special tax levy.

The

analysis of variance revealed significance well beyond the ,01 level.
This part of Null Hypothesis 6, therefore, was rejected.
Analysis of the data indicated that significant differences ex
isted between the "below the m a n ” arbitration tine and the "above the
■ean" arbitration tine and per pupil costs.

Higher per pupil cost paid

b y special tax levy generally corresponded with the longer periods of
arbitration whereas the lower per pupil cost paid b y special levy cor
responded with the shorter periods of arbitration.
Null Hypothesis 6 (16) states that there Is no significant rela
tionship between the length of the arbitration period and the per cent
Increase In salaries,
level.

The findings indicate no significance at the ,01

This part of Null Hypothesis 6, therefore, was accepted.
Of the variables covered b y the Null Hypotheses discussed above,

a statistically significant relationship at the ,01 level was found to
exist between

following variables!

1, The direction of awards and the
(a) occupation of the trustee representative,
(b) difference between the Initial salary Increase proposals
sads b y the teachers and thoee m d e b y the trustees,
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(e) Increase in coat of living;,
(d) por pupil coot of education paid by special levy, and
(o) por cent increase in salary.
2. Tbs level of settlesent and the
(a) previous arbitration experience of the trustee represen
tative,
(b) party initiating arbitration,
(e) difference between the initial salary lnorease proposals
nads by the teaohers and those aade by the trustees,
(d) per pupil coat of education paid b y special levy, and
(e) per eent lnorease in salary.
3. The length of the arbitration period and the
(a) difference between the initial salary increase proposals
aade by the teaohers and those aade b y tha trustees, and
(b) par pupil cost of education paid b y special levy.

Conclusions and Discussion

With respect to the increases in teachers* salaries resulting
froa arbitration settleaents,the following conclusions m y be drawni
1. The salary increases resulting from disputes settled prior to
the arbitrated settleaents in any particular year served as a pattern for
arbitration boards dsaling with salary disputes during that year.
2. Regarding all disputes, irrespective of any priority in tine of
settle sent, neither teachers nor trustees gained b y resorting to arbitra
tion as a method of salary disputa resolution.
3. A comparison of the gains nads through arbitration with the gains

10b
aside through negotiation and conciliation suggests that the pattern of
teaohers* salary Increases had been established each year prior to the
arbitration settlements of that year.
b. The significance of the relationship between the gains ends
through arbitration and the party initiating the arbitration, aa well
as between gains aade through arbitration and the difference between
the initial proposals for salary increases Bade b y the disputing parties,
supported the view that in aany

mum s

for arbitration board deliberations,

the initial proposals were aade
it aay be that the disputing par

ties were not prepared to accept their deeiaion-esking responsibilities
and, therefore, handed then over to arbitration boards.

It was conclu

ded that the Initial proposals nade b y the disputing parties aa well
ae the set of initiating arbitration, were a reflection of the atti
tudes with which the parties first entered negotiation and contributed
significantly toward the final outcoee of the dispute resolution pro
cess,
$. It wae to be expected that statistically significant relation
ship would be indloated between the per cent increase in salary and
each of the followingi (a) per cent increase in cost of living, and
(b) the per pupil oost of education paid out of funds xaissd by a special
tax lavy.

In so for as aay increase in salary is reflected in increased

living costs or vloe versa, it was to bs expected that a relationship
would be indloated.

As the per pupil oost paid b y speoial levy can be

considered a seaaure of provincial government support for education, a
significant relationship between this variable and salary increases
appeared logical.

School boards were continually under pressure to
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reoonolle the two opposing do sands of a "good education” and a low levsl of taxation,

Because the anount of sonsy that ths provincial gov-

• m s s n t paid in support of tsaohsrs* salariss was a par tsaohsr grant
that was not adjusted to aeooaaadata annual or periodic salary increases,
the burden of such increases rested with ths local property taxpayer.
Consequently, a n increase in teachers* salariss resulted in an increase
in local taxation,

6,

In view of the absence of a significant relationship betwosn

salary Increases gained through arbitration and saoh of ths following
variables, (a) ths else of ths school aystea, (b) tine spent in nego
tiation, conciliation, or arbitration, (e) total tine spent in dispute
resolution, and (d) ths nuafcer of arbitrations per division, it was
concluded that teachers and school boards could not, on the basis of
these variables, anticipate the results of an arbitration settlement.
A large number of teachers represented in a dispute, for example, did
not necessarily assn a large or snail salary increase.

Similarly,

tsaohsrs in a division that had experienced several arbitrations did
not necessarily, on this account, obtain a saaller salary increase
from an arbitration settle sent then did ths teachers in a division
that had experienced no previous arbitrations,
7, Evidence of ths influence of eoonoaic factors beeaas appar
ent free the statistically significant relationship that existed b e 
tween arbitration awards and ths cost of living as well as the per
pupil cost paid b y special levy.

The latter variable was taken as a

Measure of financial support given to school divisions b y the provin
cial gevernnsnt.

The significant relationship between arbitration
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awards and each of the two variables, (a) initial proposals, and (b) par
ty initiating arbitration, although indirectly related to economic

fac

tors, was suggestive of the Importance of the intentions and expectations
of the disputing parties.

With respect to the six null hypotheeee, the following conclusions
axe eade i
1, In view of the absence of a significant relationship between
teacher and trustee awards in the number of days spent in arbitration
neither school boards nor teachers could consider the mnfcer of days
spent in arbitration as a basis for anticipating the direction of
awards.
2, In view of the fact that a significant relationship existed
between the direction of awards and the level of eettlesent, it m y
be conjectured that the presentations eade b y trustees and their nomi
nees were more influential than the presentations made b y the teachers
and their nominees.

It m y alee be that the board chairman performed

him role more effectively in some arbitration oases than in others.
3, Baaed on the absence of a significant relationship between the
direction of awards and elthsr the occupation of the arbitration board
chairman or the occupation of the teachers* representative (Hull Hypothe
sis

3,

variables (1 ) and (2 )) it was concluded that neither teachers nor

trustees could use these two variables as a basis for anticipating the
direction of awards.
b, in view of the significant relationship between the direction
of awards and the occupation of the trustee representative (Null Hypothe
sis

3,

variable (3 )) this variable constituted a basis upon which teachers
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and trustees could anticipate tee direction of awards.

It was concluded

also that a terser as representative would favor the trustees* position
in a salary dispute whereas a buslnesaaan or a professional as trustee
representative would be Inclined to favor the teachers' position.
5. It was concluded that none of tee variables (b) to (12) in
clusive (Table 7, p. 53) provided teachers or trustees with a basis
for anticipating the direction of awards.

6.

That there was a significant relationship between tee direction

of awards and the initial proposals of the disputing parties (Mull Hypo
thesis

3,

variable (13)) say be indicative of tee influence of the atti

tudes of tee opposing parties.

A

large difference between the Initial

proposal made b y teachers and that aade by trustees say have been indi
cative of an intent b y cither or both parties to asks the dispute a
oaas for arbitration.

Variable (13)» as covered b y Null Hypothesis 3,

constituted another basis upon which teachers and trustees could anti
cipate tee direction of awards.
7. Both tea relationship between tee direction of awards and tee
increase in living costs (Null Hypothesis 3. variable (lb)), and tee
relationship between the direction of swards and tee par pupil cost of
education paid b y special tax levy (Null Hypothesis 3* variable (15))*
provided teachers and school boards with a basis for anticipating the
direotlea of awards.
8. In tea arbitrations resulting in trustee awards, tea endeavor
to ainiaiso an increase in tee local tax levy set with sore success
than it did in tea arbitrations that resulted in teacher awards.

It

night be conjectured that an Increase in financia l support b y tee pro-
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vlneial governasnt would havw resulted la wore rapid aad greater In
creases in teachers' salaries.

The per pupil cost of education paid

out of funds obtained through special tax levies, provided a further
variable upon which to anticipate tee direction of awards.
9.

Respecting the part of Null Hypothesis 3 covering variable (16)

(tee per cent increase in teachers* salaries), it should be noted that
teacher awards were, b y definition, the outeoas of those arbitration
eaaea in which tee salary increase granted was w o e than half the dif
ference between the initial salary increase proposals aade b y the dis
puting parties.

The findings substantiated what other data revealed,

that teacher awards wors characterised by salary increases which devi
ated from tee s e a m of tee initial proposals b y a greater amount than
did tee salary lnaveaaes characteristic of trustee awards.
10. In view of the absence of a significant relationship between
tee level of settle sent aad the length of tee period of arbitration,
there was no reason for either party to tee dispute to conclude that
abbreviating or prolonging the tins spent in tee arbitration process
would result in a unanimous decision respecting the award granted.
The nunber of days taken in arbitration proceedings could be used
b y neither teachers nor trustees as a basis for anticipating tea
level of settlement.
11. Beeauee tee parts of Null Hypothesis 5, covering variables (1)
through (5 ) and (7 ) through (1 1 ) were accepted, It was concluded that
non* of these variables could be considered b y trustees

at teachers

a significant basis for anticipating whether an arbitration board award would be granted b y a unanimous or a majority decision.

as
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12,

In view of the fact that a significant relationship did exist

between the level of settle sent and the previous arbitration experience
of the trustees* representative (Hull Hypothesis

5,

variable (6)), it

was concluded that this variable provided teaohers and trustees with a
basis for anticipating the level of settlement.
The findings suggest that sons school boards, by following a
policy of appointing representatives with previous arbitration experi
ence, were able to achieve a d o s e balance between the number of their
representatives who contributed toward unanimous decisions and the num
ber who were Involved in majority decision oases.

The fact that a lar

ger proportion of the inexperienced than experienced representatives
were involved in "aajority award" cases suggests that the inexperienced
members were more subject to the influence of the trustees they repre
sented and therefore displayed acre determination in resisting salary
Increases.
The ashber of a board who finds hlaself la the alacrity has
s number of courses of motion open to him.

He say do nothing.

He aay

authorise a statement in the aajority award to the effeot that he dis
sents ,

Or he aay write a dissent.

The recording of a view in opposi

tion to the aajority award eay restrict the precedential effect of the
majority award.

Sons arbitrations have been brought on by one party

to a dispute in the expectation that the arbitration would result in
an unfavorable award, but with the intention that the way night thereby
by prepared for future efforts to negotiate improvements to the settle
ment.

In such oases the party initiating the arbitration proceeding

would expect its nominee to record a dissenting vote.

A noainee, how
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ever, who deliberately contemplates a dissenting vote from the outset
as an alternative for action, should he fell to "bring the chairman with
him", can hardly claim to be acting Judiciously.

This aay have been e o n

characteristic of the inexperienced than of the experienced representa
tives on arbitration boards.
13.

The rejection of the part of Null Hypothesis 5 covering variable

(12 ) Indicated that this variable provided teachers and trustees with a
basis for anticipating the level of settle sent.

The results of the ana

lysis of the data reflect the attitudes of the disputing parties as
displayed in the behavior of their representatives on the arbitration
boards.

In trustee -initiated arbitrations there appeared to be a ten

dency on the part of the trustee representatives to Maintain a position
with which the board chair nan ultimately agreed, but which the teachers,
through their representative, tended to resist even to the point of
forcing a Majority decision.

The converse appeared to characterise

teacher-initiated arbitrations,
lb, in view of the fact that the part of Null Hypothesis 5 covering
variable (13 ) was rejected, It was concluded that the initial salary in
crease proposal sate b y each of the parties to a dispute provided a bas
is for the anticipation of the level of sottleaent.

The significance of

the relationship between variable (13 ) and the level of sottleaent was
taken as an indication that in many instances one or both of the dis
puting parties entered negotiations with an arbitrated settle sent as
their intent.

A settlement, unpopular with nany electors and arrived

at b y a aajorlty board decision, could afford the trustees and their
representative the opportunity to excuse themselves before the taxpayer

ill
of the responsibility for the tax Increase.
15, The rejection of the parts of Nidi Hypothesis 5 covering vari
ables (15 ) and (16 ) indicated that both the per pupil cost paid out of
funds raised by a special tax lery and the per cent of salary increase
could be taken as a basis for anticipating whether an award would be
granted b y a majority or a unanlaous decision.
16. The parts of Null Hypothesis

6

covering variables (1) to (12)

inclusive, and variables (lb) and (16 ), did not provide teachers and
trustees with a significant basis for anticipating the length of the
arbitration period.
If the length of the period of negotiation and conciliation
is indicative of the seriousness of the effort at reaching a settlesent,
then the fact that there was no statistically significant relationship
aaong the lengths of the negotiation, conciliation and arbitration
periods suggests that thsrs generally was no tendency aaong either the
teachers or trustees to rush through the negotiation and conciliation
process with the intent of going to arbitration.

It nay be that either

one or both parties to a dispute did not rush through negotiation or
conciliation periods because of the reluctance on the part of the
Minister of Sducation to eoaply with a request b y either party to a
dispute that arbitration proceeding be entered into until there wee
evidence of serious efforts at dispute resolution.

The tine taken in

negotiation and conciliation proceedings served, In pert, as evidence
that attempts at dispute resolution had been taken seriously.
17.

The rejection of the parts of Null Hypothesis

6

covering vari

ables (13) and (15) indicated that both the initial proposals of the
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disputing parties and the per pupil cost paid out of funds obtained
through special tax levy provided a basis for anticipating the length
of the arbitration period.
18.

Although the analysis of data in this study indicated that

there tout no statistically significant relationship between either the
previous arbitration experience or the occupation of the board o h a i m a n
and each of the followings (a) direction of awards, (b) level of settle
ment, (e) the length of the arbitration period, and (d) the per oent
increase in salary resulting from arbitration settlements, it nay be
that the board chairman's attitude and his perception of his role con
tributed significantly to the outcome of arbitration proceedings.
According to existing regulations, an arbitration board chair
man is responsible to guide the deliberations.

A board chairman has to

determine the extent to which he is prepared to insinuate hie views into
the proceedings.

He nay choose, for instance, to present hie views foa

ths consideration of ths nominees, oar he nay prefer to invite the nomi
nees to present their opinions before voicing his own.

tfhen the nomi

nees are in disagreement, the ohairaan nay request then to present their
views formally in order that he nay consider then and determine which he
thinks the better view.

In other cases, the chairman nay seek to shape

or guide the thinking of the nominees in accordance with his analysis
of the case.

Except where the noalnees agree, the chairman must carry

the burden of deoislon.

He Bhould, therefore, no guide ths deliberations

as to be free to discharge that burden.
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rieoossendatlona for further iieaearch

Sam

at the findings of this study war* suggestion of the isport&nes

of»
1, The quality and relevancy of the subniesion sads to the arbitra
tion board b y each of tits parties to the dispute,
2, The attitudes and expectations of the disputing parties,
3, The role perception and attitudes of the appointees to the arbi
tration board,
Inasauoh as these variables vers not covered in this study, future
research should give attention to then.
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